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Top of the heap!
Ve1Asatile wo11ie1i-'s team seizes tie
forfirst place in Atlantic 10 West
BY MATT BARBER

AssT: SPORTS EDITOR
By defeating Virginia· Tech this past· Monday
night, the Musketeer women's basketball team ha8
knocked the Hokies a game out of first place in the hotly
contestedWest Division, while tying XU forfirsrplace
with Duquesne and George Washington.
The 69-68 victory for Xavier was XU' s closest of
the season and came at a crucial time as the team heads
into the stretch run.
The logjam atop the Atlantic 10 West Division is
far from being cleared away. Xavier (14-8, 9-3 in the A·10) is right.in the.thick Of the di vision race after defeating
La Sall.e .and. Virginia Tech .this past week. Geo~ge
Washington (15-7,,.9-3) wonboth ofit~:games;::apd.
Duquesne ( 17-5, 9~3) was upset by Fordham, leaving
three-way tie for first with DU, GW and XlJ. · : ·
Xavier led Tech (14-8, 8-4) by as many as 10
points in the first half, which ended withXUleadiitg by'
four, 37-33. The second half was a much closer affair;
The. lead switched back and forth between the
Musketeers and Hokie.s 11 times in the final half ofplay.
Xavier took a three point lead, 69-66 with 53 seconds left
in the game. Virginia Tech came back by sinking two
free throws with 30 seconds remaining, closing Xavier's
lead to one.
The Hokies could not convert on two offensive
rebounds as the clock wound down, and then, with time
expiring, Lisa Witherspoon, the Tech point guard, was
called for a charge on her driving layup that would have·

a

. · .· .
· . • Photo by Jackie Glaser.
Freshman 'guard Nicole J,,evandusk)I starred for the
Muskies against La.Salle lastFridaywith a 17point,
four assist and seven steal performance. .
won the game.. The foul disallowed the basket and the
Musketeers held on for the victory in Virginia.
Xavier had three players in double figures for the
contest. Forward Connie Hamberg led the Musketeers
with 15 points and Center Jen Phillips and forward Kim
Hotz followed with 14 and13 points respectively for
Xavier.
·
(Please see XU Snares, page 9)

Locke .named first
Brueggeman chair
Jesuit who has spent most of his
adultlifeinindiaandNepal. Forthe
last 34 years, he has taught and
worked in Nepal and India in order
The Rev. John K. Locke, S.J. . to. become an expert in Nepalese
has.been selected to become the first Buddhism.
professortoserveastheBrueggeman
The Brueggeman Center for
Interreligioµs-Ecumenical Studies ·Religio.us Dialogue will sponsor
Chair of Theology at Xavier.
public lectures, conferences and
The Brueggeman Chair is special projects in order to foster a
named for Father Edward greaterunderstandingofrespectand
Brueggeman, S.J. Brueggeman was cooperation among all religious traan ecumenical leader in Cincinnati ditions.
until his death in 1995.
The Brueggeman Center will
Throughout his life he worked operate in conjunction with Xavier's
to promote interfaith dialogue and Theology department.
ecumenical understanding .among
Locke lives in Katmandu,
Catholics; Protestants, Muslims and Nepal and holds a visiting profesJ.ews in Cincinnati. In addition, he sorship·in Buddhism atVidyajyoti
was the forerunner· behind· a local <::;ollege of Theology in Oelhi.
tele~isf6n'.~h~~ c·ail~rl ;;Di~fogue'.' . ·. .. ·. He.~illteachoneunde;gradu·: .
which Brueggeman also used to · ate course on world religions_ aml
promote· interfaith understanding.
one graduate seil1inartitled, "God, .
"I'm very interested in seeing ·Problem and Mystery."
the American. approach to these
Locke will also lead a faculty
questions. Iexpectthe culture here seminar intended to examine the
to have different ideas on these mat- ·different viewpoints of Asian and
ters as opposed to the Indian and American theologians andinterculNepalese culture," said Locke. ·
tural issues.
·
Locke is a ChiCago Province
BY AMY ZYWICKI
AssT. NEWS EDITOR

- N E W S ·COM.MENTARY-·-

Crucifix dilemma
plagues G-Town
conflated into a controversy. Oddly,
it is not the students who object to
• OP-ED EDITOR
the crucifixes-the student governThe headlines streaming ment and the student· newspaper
out of Washington these days pro- support the initiative-it is the Jeclaim in bo.ld letters "Scandal," "De- suit administration that is dragging
ceit," and the like. But there's an- its feet.
. other headline, a little less bold, but
Theolderclassroombuildmuch more puzzling:
ings on campus all have crucifixes.
In the last couple ·of Asnewbuildingswerebuilt,though,
months, Georgetown, the nation;s crucifixes were not installed. The
oldest Catholic and Jesuit. univer- adrninistration says it was a matter
sity, has been consumed in well-. of oversight, not policy.
publicized controversy.
Last January, a small group
The subject of the brou- of students formed a "Committee
haha, though seelningly innocuous on Crucifixes in the Classroom" and
to traditio~al Catholic sensibilities, . petitioned the administration to recis the ageless symbol of the cruel- tify the oversight.
fix-'-theimageofChristonthecross. .
The issue ballooned when
A handful of students petitioned the the media picked up the story last
administration that crucifixes be February. Press coverage yielded
hung in the newer classrooms on the committee a pledge of $10,000
campus.
from· an outside sourc·e to purchase
Onewouldthin~thiswould . the crucifixes. And yet, the univerbe a non-issue for a Catholicinstitu- sity stalled. ·
tiori. However, fora university struggling with its identity; the issue
(Please see What's, page 6)
BY CHAD ENGELLAND
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Alpha Sigma Nu
inductees·honored
BY LYNN SHANAHAN
.DIVERSIONS WRITER

Are you puzzled by the tax law and which credits and
deductions you still can talce? Free help is available through
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program,
sponsored by the Xavier Accounting Society. Help with basic
income tax returns will be offered Wednesdays from 6~8 p.m.
and Saturdays from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., beginning Feb. 11 through
April 8 on the second floor of Schott Hall by volunteers from
the Xavier Accounting Society. VITA will be closed on Feb.
28, March 4 and March 7. It would be helpful to bring last
year's tax returns to VITA. Contact Priscilla O'Clock at 7454245 with questions.

Morals in science
The Sir John Templeton foundation lecture on religion
and science will be held in Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall on
Monday, Feb. 16, from 7:30-9:30 p.m .. Philip Hefner, director
for the Chicago Center for Religion and Science and professor
at the Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago, will spealc on
''The Evolutionary Process: Biology, Morality and Spirituality."
Call the department of theology at 745-2009 for more
information.

Care through touch··
"Healing Touch: Care of the Person," will be presented
tomorrow from 3:30-5 p.m. in the Dolly Cohen Room on the
second floor of O'Connor Sports Center. A hands-on.
demonstration will be given by Rosie Miller, OSF, theology
and Charlotte Profitt, nursing. The event is sponsored by the .
association of Xavier wonien. · ·

. Last Saturday, parents, friends and faculty arrived at the lJriiversity Center Theatre in order to
· honor 69 Xavier students. The honor bestowed was
the induction into the Jesuit honor
· society known as Alpha Sigma
Nu.
Approximately 200 people
attended the induction ceremony, reception and banquet.
· In 1915, Alpha Sigma Nu was
founded by the Jesuits at Marquette
University.
While it began as an all male honorary society, it merged with Gainma pi Epsilon, its female counterpart, in 1973.
This society strives to honor students
who partalce in the Jesuit values bf scholarship, loyalty and service. .
.
.
Lisa Brown, president of Alpha Sigma Nu's
Xavier chapter said, "Being chosen for Alpha Sigµia ··
Nu is an honor because it recognizes achievement in
so many areas. It is a commitment to.education and
service that lasts a lifetime." ·
Those who spoke at this induction included
university President Fr. James Hoff, S.J., Lisa Brown,
Kevin Crawford, Megan McGraw and Kyle Skeldon.
Michael Graham,S.J. was the master of ceremonies
for the evening.
. .
The guest of honor was Howard J. Gray, S.J.,
recipient of the degree Doctor of Humane Letters"

Gray, a Jesuit since 1948, has traveled around
the world in order to spealc aboutthe Jesuit order as
well as other issues pertaining to Christian spirituality.
At the banquet, Gray spoke of
the importance of honor, Xavier and
education. ·
·
His speech left many inspired by
the end of the evening. His message,
however, will last more than one evening,
· according to Brown, who expressed the
importance of Gray's presence on Saturday.
"It was great to hear someone that not .
only lives .the ideals of Alpha Sigma Nu
· · himself, but was able to share insights which ·
related to us as college students," Brown said.
Membership to thls society is open to all
students who demonstrate a commitment to loyalty, service and scholarship and who are of an
upper-Classman status.
Alpha Sigma Nu is. also sponsoring the 1998
Bishop Fenwick Teacher of the Year Award.
The chapter encourages all students to nominate
·
teachers for this award.
Applications are available at the McDonald Library and the information desk in the University Center. Applications must be received by Feb. ·20, 1998.

honoris causa.
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Bookstore sale
The bookstore's annual .Valentine's Day sale began
yesterday and will continue through Saturday. Everythingis 25
percent off, excluding textbooks and software. · · ·

-compiled by Kara Benken

Monday, Feb. 2, 4 p.m. ·
A purse was stolen out of the first floor office of Hinkle
Hall. The purse was recovered at a gas station on Madison Road.
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 6: 15 a.m..
Xavier officers on a routine patrol found one of the front
glass doors leading into Joseph Hall shattered.
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 9 a.m.
Someone broke into an office in Alumni Hall. They are
unable to determine if anything is missing at this t~me.
·
Friday, Feb. 6, 11:30 p.m.
··- A student returning from the boat dance reported that her
car, a 1994 Ford Escort, had been hit while parked in the North
Lot. The driver of the vehicle left the scene of the crime.

Police Note of the Week .
Friday, Feb.(), 1:57 p.m.
Someone put pornographic cartoons on the board
outside the nursing department in .Cohen.
-compiled by Amy Zywicki

enade," and "Jumpin' at the
BY KARA BENKEN
---_.;...'----------· · Woodside."
NEWS EDITOR
Xavier's Swing Society,
Next weekend, theXavier big though not a sponsor of the event,
. banq' s annual swing dance will re- will be participating as well as some
turntothe University Center. After other area swing clubs such as the
·a four-year hiatus, members of big · University of Dayton· Swing Sociband decided the swing dance was ety.
popular enough thatthe event shoud
Xavier's group will be offerbe continued rather than die with ing lessons before the dance to those
those who have graduated.
who are anxious about learning the
The solution, then, was to ask crossovers, dips and throws. Arna-·
big band alumni to return to play for teurs should arrive in the Main Dinthe event, scheduled for Saturday, ing Room at 8 p.m.
Feb. 21.
Junior Yvette Neirouz, vice
Band members, usually con- president of big band, is looking
sisting of five saxophone players, forward to the event.
four trumpets and four trombones
"We've advertised to several
plus a rhythm section, will be play- people through alumni and are exing from 9 p.m.-12:30 a~m. Selec- pecting a good turnout," she said.
tions will include .popular swing ''There has been a resurgence of
music from the '30s and '40s such swing music lately and people have
as-"Ii:i theMood," "Moonlight Ser- been searching for places to dance

to it. This is their opportunity."
The dancing, sources say, is
fajrly basic. "We can teach people
the basic swing steps, but it's really
more improv than anything," said
freshman Mike Sigg, president of
the Swing Society.
The big.band is independent
of the concert band and practices at
least twice a week, more in preparation ofan event like this. The money
raised will aid the band in its tour for
next year either to New Orleans or
the Carolinas.
"The music is very upbeat and
a lot of fun to dance to, but there are
slow songs too," Neirouz said.
Tickets are $5 · for students .
with acurrentl.D. and $8 for others.
There will be a cash bar including
beer and soda.

Flying for free
ffiillion entries were· received via tion within the. continental United
the internet.
. St~tes, ·where American or AmeriThe
contest,
which
ended
in
·
can Eagle flies. Andrews has opted
DIVERSIONS WRITER
December, offered the grand prize .for a summer vacation in the sun. He
Many students are currently of six round-trip· coach tickets: hasdecided todoabitofsightseeing
scrambling to find low airfares for . Andrews was home, in Twinsburg, .. with friends, while visiting his famspring break. .For Xavier student Ohio, when he found out he was the ilyin California.
. While. this particular contest.
Melvin Andrews, the cost of an air- winner
"Charla Glover, the public Js over, American Airlines is now.
line tickets is no longer a concern.
He is the winner of the American ·relations representative· of ~eri~ sponsoring its second contest. ApAirlines "College SAA ver" contest. can Airlines, called and told meJ ply on the web at www.aa.com.
When he was asked whether won the tickets. I was so surprised,"
he thought he would win, he said, ·Andrews said.
His choice of destinations in"No, I did not.. I was really surprised
·when I won them." His shock is cluded the B~hamas, Mexico, .
bruied upon the fact that over a half Canada, the Caribbean or any locaBY LYNN SHANAHAN

-.-FACULTY

Dr. Jack Reamy. coilabor,ated
with physicians in.
.
former Yugoslavia to help restructure Croatia's
health care system.

PROFILE-

Dr. Robert Hankins offered assistance toformer
Soviet"republics who were making the transition
from centralized to privatized health care.

Profs aid growing nations
an~ generally worse off than the University Centre in Dubrovik,
Central and. Eastern· European whereReamytaught, were damaged
NEWS WRITER
countries.
or destroye·d in the fighting. Most
· · Hankins' topics· in· Georgia of the health care infrastructure in
Twoprofessorsinthegrad!Jate ·and· the Ukraine focused ori CroatiawasbuiltbeforeWorldWar
program· in . health services educating the professionals about II.
administration have been teaching ·· thefreemarketapproac.h. '.'They are
. '"They have come along way
hospital and· health care ·trying to move to a private system, in six years," Reamy sai4.
admiitistratorsinEastemEuropeand but they don't know ho.w to do it,"
While in Dubrovik last
former Soviet republics how to he said. · ·
September,· Reamy focused on
deve!op and improve their health
His lessons concentrate on physidan resource management fo
care systems.
internal measurementtechniques for the rebuilt Inter-University Centre.
"They are very willing to
Dr. Robert Hankins, a health resourcesandcalculatingtheoutputs
care finance and accounting of their work.
·
utilize outside knowledge that is
specialist, traveled to Georgia in
Under the Soviet regime,-the available to them," he said.
October 1996 and the Ukraine in central committee determined tb~ir . ...
The training provided by
December.199~.- D,r;:::!a.£k ~i::_amy, _!l; , .pro~e"dures a1!9 ·l?,~gget. ·:~N:Qv.t~the ·~-·-~ea~r -~~-fl· ttaQpns,,_..a&, w~ll -as
heaJlh~q'?n§~iit, '}'i~ted"~Z.agre§~ ~:~a.gm!fii.strato~$3i_q:;~~9_tg((~Ji~~!he;F rfi~nY.j.!h! ~ic~-~-ej,:'p~~rt~, is
Croatia- m February 1997 and Ukraine are making more funded under the U.S. Agency for
Dubrovic, Croatia in September independent decisions with more International Development.
1997.
limited resources.
The goal of their involvement
Reamy has researched and
is to assist in the transition of health taught undet some different
care systems from centralized, circumstances in Croatia. Reforms
government-managed services to of the he~ith sy~tem began in 199"1
privatized services. · ·
after the breakdown of Yugoslavia.
"Health care is still run by the Some progress was made before the
govemment,forthemostpart. There civil war tore through Bosnia,
is a desperate need for· outside Herzogovina and Croatia.
revenue," Hankins said.
Hospitals
and
other
The former Soviet republics institutions, such as the Inter-

Bv BRIDGET HoERST

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TBE TOP.
If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this su.mlner by
attending .·Army .ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
five-week course in.
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

develop the leadership
skills and self-confidence you need to
. succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
· you return to campus
next fall.
.

i.
§XClliEii!;!l

ARMY.ROTC
THE SMARTEST C:OWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details. visit St. Barbara Hall or call

. 745-1062
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CIRCULATION 3,500

OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

-STAFF

EDITORIAL-.

Computer glitches
ith papers to write and
behind schedule, making it
deadlines to meet, last
virtually impossible for many
week's computer
branches to meetthe Dec. 31,
failure sent students scrambling
1999 deadline.
for available and functional
This problem, dubbed
workstations. ·
"Y2K" by the computer world,
'has many concerned what
Between frequent VAX
crashes and Sunday's server
Xavier .will do, if they are
failure, Xavier's computer
prepared to do anything at all.
systems are often unreliable.
The answer, fortunately, is
What will Xavier do in the year
a relieving one. According to
2000 .when more than hardware
Dorinda Giles, director of ·
failure plagues the computer
Information Services and
networks?
Systems, Xavier has already
By the year 2000, many
·tackled the issue, forming a
"Y2K" committee
computers must be
to handle the
reprogrammed to \[
accomodate a year ,1
question of
ending in double
reprogramming.
zeroes. Since the l.o. . . .o....•. ·············""'·.,0·····················""'·····•·""'·.,•.w.•.•.o. ·<·•······"· Their solutions:
beginning of the computer
• Computer packages
revolution, computers were
purchased from other companies
programmed to store jusi two
(the majority of systems on
digits to represent the year. For
campus) will be converted by
this reason, these computers can
the vendor. Also; entirely new
systems will be in place before
recognize dates for the 20th
century only, resulting in
2000.
computational errors ifuncor· mAT&T will reprogram
rected by the year 2000. This
the telephone systems.
means recalling all current
Although research is.not
programs and computer soft-.
finished, Xavier's computing
ware, which in turn means big
staff appears to have a firm grip
.
on the computer questfon offhe .
bucks and hard work.
The U.S. government
year 2000, giving the rest of us
established a task force to
room to breathe. Hopefully, all
handle the issue, but it is years
will go well.
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TALK-

What would be the ideal vALENTINE'S DAY
gift to give or receive?

"Flowers and a
home-cooked
meal."

"Mark Ciccone."
-LAURA CAITO

Senior
t

...,.

\,

--

-~

.... ··'.'

-DWUAN WATSON
·~ ..- .
'· r·

••,1

~·

"I would really
love to get my
Freshman boyfriend Notre
Dame football
. :tickets."

-BRIAN DERHAKE

Sophomore

-GWEN SIKORA

Freshfi1an·

"Lingerie!"

"A bouncy
ball ... definitely."
,..-.
'' ;._

:·.\

:,_.,

~

-J.,AURA WISHOP

Freshman

-LETTER-

SAC responds to criticism
In the last edition of the
Newswire, a letter from Senior
Board painted the Student Activi. ties Council (S.A.C.) in a negative
IightparticularlyinregardstheRiver
ofDreams Dinner Dance. We would
like to clear up any misconceptions
and point out the positive aspects
about the Dinner Dance and S.AC.
in general.
In the "Letters" last week,
Senior Board stated that S.A.C.
spent $10,000 on only 200 people
for the Dinner Dance. After subtracting revenue generated, co:.sponsorship \Vith Weekenders and BSA,
and donations, the Dinner Dance ·
cost S.A.C. $6,000.
We planned this event because itwas different and we wanted
to have an event in the spirit of
Valentine's Day with a more intimate and formal setting. An event
that includes dinner, dancing and
casino on a boat costs more. than an
on~carripus event. The entire student. body was invited to attend.
However, in k~eping with our goals
for the event, we needed to liriiit the
number of ticke~s to keep the
·evening intimate~
The members ofS.AC. go
through an application and interview process that everyone is welcome to participate in. Members
are selected by a committee that
makes the recommendation to senate,_ which ratifies us.

Every dollar we spend is voted
on by the council. The council
consists of 27 students who are ex-.
perienced event planners with the
interests of the student body continually ii1 mind.
We understand and sympathize with Senior Board's and many .
other organizations' problem with
not having as 111uch money as they
need. We attempt to help out those
organizations through our co-spon~
sorship allotment of $11,500 of
which several organizations including Senior Board have participated
in this year.
S.A.C. is here to program for
every Xavier student. We are the
primary programming body on campus and provide 90 percent of au
student events on campus. S.A.C.
planned 22 events last semester with
a total attendanceof8, 170. We spent
$4.22 per person last semester,
which we feel is very economical.
S.A.C. is here to program for
a.various numberof students' interests.. Our events as a whole are
designed to reach all students, but
not all students at the same time ..
Attempting to do that would be
··
impractical.·
We want to ensure that every
student at Xavier has attended and
enjoyed at least one S.A.C. event. ·
We are here tosetve the students
and welcome your questions, comments and. concerns. Please feel

free to at.tend our meetings on Tuesdays at 3 P.M. in the Terrace Room
and share your thoughts with us .
-THE STUDENT
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
Danielle R. Staudt, Erin Bowden;
Jennifer Buckley, Meagan Conry,
DesireeDemonbreun, Lynn
Grunzinger, Jessica Hans6erry, .
Cara Hansen~ ChrisHutchinson, .
Jason Kilbane, Kelly
Klamo, Chuck Knippen, Dena
Lewis, Susan Lysaght; Brian
Mcinerney, Eleasha Mercer,
Nathan Moster, Joe Nugent,
Michael Page, Kathy Piech,
Natalie Quagliata, Ryan Reed,
Amie Sheldt, Kate Tragesser,
Andrew Weiss, Katie Wolesky, Jill
Yungbluth,
Cecilly VanDyke

-.-NEWSWIRE

COLUMN-·-

WHEELO' WEATHER .e"~

Missing Cupid's arrow
Valentine's Day better back in third grade
BY TOM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Among the student bo~y here
at Xavier, there really isn't any in~
between with a holiday like
Valentine's Day.
There's a percentage of
·
people who are happy because they
have the opportunity to do some. thing special for their boyfriend or
girlfriend. Then there is the large
percentage of students who curse
the holiday and make their lives
.miserable because of its existence,
telling me that they plan on moping
.around this Saturday, .or getting
drunk in honor of the occasion.
It seems odd that people
should beat themselves up over this
one day. I guess I'm lucky enough
to have someone withwhom to enjoy Valentine's Day, but I don't
think I've ever been miserable-because I haven't, which.has certainly
been the case more times than not. :
Why can't we just treat
Valentine's Day like we did back
when we were in grade school?
Doesn't anybody remember? You
went with your favorite cartoon
endorsedValentines to school with
40 pink envelopes in your bookbag
for all your friends, ready to p<iss

out late in the day when your teacher
How devoted was he? Upon
would take time out of the day's being summoned to the prefect of
arithmetic lessqn for th~ ritual.
Rome by the emperor Claudius II in
I· think the depression starts about the year 269 A.D., Valentine
somewhere around fifth or sixth faced a choice:· renounce his Chrisgrade. Remember? It's when you tian beliefs or be executed.
get that first ''special" ValentineThe next day, he was publicly
the one that doesn't matclrnll the clubbed and then beheaded. Not
other ones that particular girl/guy yourclassiclovestorybyanystretch
passed.out. That's where this self- ·of the imagination .. So if all else
induced depression begins. When fails, one could always go back to
you don't getthat special Valen- celebrating the religious aspect of
tine, you feel like the day has no the day and respect and admire the
· courage of a man who gave his life
. meaning. .
.
.
Which leads to the question, because he believed in Jesus Christ.
what is St. Valentine's Day really
It seems useless to fall into a
about? Well, really, it's about the trap of being miserable during the
feast of a Catholic saint. Upon middle of February every year.
further review, there really isn't too Maybe we should all go back to·
much romantic about St. Valentine, third grade for the weekend or
either.
maybe we should all go to church.
The name Valentine comes These are obviously unrealistic
from the Latin words valens tino, · goals.
which means strong warrior. St.
But, maybe there is a happy
Valentine was a warrior for Christ medium. IfthespiritofValentine's
in ~ome during ~he time ot' the Day is love, then I'm pretty sure
Roman empire. According to many that everyone has something to ofaccounts in various lives of the saints fer this Saturday. Certainly we don't
books, Valentinewasknownforhis all need significant others for that.
holiness and undying faith in the
As for me, I t.hinkl'll venture
Christian beliefs. He was a priest over to W<tlgreens and see if they ·
whosevocalnatureeventuallymade have any Spice Girl Valentines. I
him·a target for the Christian perse~ · bet those will be. the cool ones in
cutors of that era.
·
third grade this year.

'-GUEST
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Evaluating the costs·
It's time to liberate Iraq and put an end to Hussein
over. We left troops, sanctions and concerned with their baneful dictaembargoes and came home happy. tor and· his agenda and rulers who
GUEST COLUMNIST
The world had seen the sheer power use them ·as tools for propaganda,
It has been eight years since and might of the United States In the end, the screams become the
the conclusion of the Persian Gulf Armed Forces. Neveragain would only way they are heard.
Asasoldier,youaretaughtto
War. EightyearssinceKuwaitwas Iraq pose a threat to the region.
rescuedfromtheintolerableregime
Soon,however,thereseemed ·fight an idea more than a person.
of Saddam Hussein.
to be a cost for such a supposed total You are fighting something wrong,
We were told, at the end of victory. A term came into use, something evil, which must be dethe war,that we foughtforfreedom "Gulf War Syndrome," and it de- stroyed at any cost. When people
against tyranny and stopped the scribed the growing number of sol- are not thought of as parents, chilplans ofamadman to unleash weap- diers that were becoming sick and, dren or siblings, but as an evil idea
ons of mass destruction. But, as I in some cases, dying. The Pentagon held by a government, it becomes
see it, we did nothing more than denied any link with the sickness rriuch easier to kill. It is the same
protect our oil interests in Saudi and the war. ·
idea this nation is led to believe.
Arabia.
As a soldier in the Army, I
What Iraq did eight years ago
Thepasteightyearshavebeen was taught never to leave a fallen . was terribly wrong, The punishsquandered by the world .and any comrade. Unfortunately, the gov- ment levied upon them, however,
real effort to create a lasting peace ernment ·did not understand that, has hurt only the people of the nahas long since ebbed away. Now because their vision was obscured tion,foritsrulerstillmaintainssome
we are seeing the real costs of this by the money they could potentially 70 or more "presidential palaces,"
victory.
lose in treating the illness. Even tu- and is theorized to be closer than
At the end of the war in 1990 ally. the Pentagon recognized the ever to creating a nuclear weapon.
the world saw images of a tiny na- problem. ·
Now, amidst diplomatic failures,
-tion in rubble. Demolished buildFor eight years, though, the · · we are faced with. another Gulf
ings, innocent people slaughtered, cost of this war has burdened other buildup, air strikes, and a possibly
families torn apart and oil wells · shoulders much ·more heavily. At renewed war.
The United Nations, with
blazingagainstthedesertlandscape. night, when we see images oflraqi
Hell had, once again, resurfaced on people burning the America,n flag America at· its head, could have
the Earth.
and screaming, "death to the United prevented this from dragging on. If
In the midst of the smoke and· . States," we see the frustration ofa the entire free world cannot keep
debris, though, was the Un,ited Na- . c0tli:itry-fathers unable to provide one man from creating weapons of
tions, led by the stars and stripes, food ·and medicine and· mothers mass destruction and its people enparading around as heroes. Indeed, watching children get sick and die. during eight years of hardship, it.
for a time they were. Every soldier
· Anger, in such situations, be- .must be a lack of effort rather than
who fought in the Gulf·displayed comes a way to escape sorrow and inability or resources.
heroism, but as often is the case, _hopelessness, for humans would
We must stand up to Iraq at
· heroism becomes but· a· headline. much rather be fighting than dying. .any cost, even war. The patriotism
Once the story is gone, so too is the In Iraq/ we·see·the true reality of flowsandtheangerbecomesheated,
hero.
·
war_:_innocent victims being pun~ .butallthewhilewemuststillask:Is
The world thought that it was . ished, abandoned by a world more there way besides war?

BY BRIAN SERGENT .
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PLACE YOU!< BETON CINCINNATI'S·
WEATHER FOi< TOMORROW.
-GUE.ST

COLUMN-

Want snow days?
The only solution is to sue Xavier
Cincinnati drivers stubbornly
refuse to learn how to drive in
GUEST COLUMNIST
snowy conditions, reacting with
Last Wednesday I awoke paralyzing fear or occasionally
early and, looking out my win- reckless speed. So, considering
dow, saw the semester's first real the nature of our community, why
snowfall. Since none of the major didn't Xavier cancel classes?
roads or even Xavier's walkways
The answer may, in part, be
were salted, I guessed the commu- the result of another little quirk of
nity was just as surprised as I was my hometown. It seems that one
day, exceptionally bad weather
tcl"'find real sn'ow accumulation.
It took me 15 minutes to forced the University of Tennesdrive half a mile to the Village. · see to.cancel classes. Some poor
Walking to my 8:30 class I rea- unfortunate soul, distraught over
soned that if Julie Andrews could missing a day oflectures, promptly
be chipperabout snowflakes stick- went out and had an accident while
ing. to the nose and eyelashes, so not going to class.
Like. any good American,
could I.
. Unfortunately, most of my he picked himself up, brushed him8:30 class was present, so my self off, and filed a lawsuit against
prompt arrival did not make me the university. In his suit, the
look like a diehard academic. As student successfully contended
we compared notes about who had · that if the university had not canbeen delaye<;l longest, who had the celed classes then he would never
most car problems, and who have had an accident because he
slipped on the ice, my thoughts would have been at school. And
turned to the needless suffering of by capriciously canceling classes,
my fellow Muskies.
the university put him at risk for
What horrors must commut- having an accident. After shelling
ers from distant suburbs be expe- out big bucks, it is said the univerriencing even as class lectures sity will never again officially candroned on without them? What cel classes.
So it seems that even as liabout the inner turmoil experienced by those nestled in the warm ability has stripped the fun out of
residence halls? To stay happy in · almost every activity and burdened
their toasty beds or to. face the every decision witll legal issues,
our litigious nature has limited
e~ements to get to class? To play
in thesnowortotakenotes? These even the number of snow days we
questions must surely have enjoy each year. We've seen any
plagued their guilt-ridden con- number of juries come to absurd
sciences.
decisions. Since common sense
Many ofus thought of these doesn't reign in the courtroom,
concernslastWednesday,andcer- many common sense actions, like
tainly many ofus must have a5ked, canceling classes, are increasingly
why didn'tXaviercancel classes? inadvisable.
,
Why not ease the physical ob- ·
If we want to see America
stacles and moral conflicts of stu- return to.the days when scattered,
dents and faculty? Trudging to icy patches on remote rural sideclass made me recall my happy walks closed school instantly, I
high school days in Knoxville, see only one solution .. Sue for
Tenn., when even the slightest pos- every mishap that <>ccurs while
sibility of snow emptied local trying to make it to class until
grocery stores and closed schools. schools realize that their liability
· ·While Ci.nciimati is more .is less when they cancel classes
accustomed to snowfall and more than when they foolishly defy the
prepared to clear and salt roads, forces of nature.

BY MARK MCDONALD
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What's the big deal?
Georgetown·administrators balk at student
initiative to hang. crucifixes in newer classroOf!lS
.(Continuedfrompage I)

C:L•MTolll'S 1'PPRoVAL. RAT•MG

Gambling with Iraq
Will it be: Chemical warfare?
World War III? Or nuclear war?
order to protect ourselves from·
chemical
warfare, we have to
NEWSWIRE COLUMNIST
bomb the country who has the
The Olympic Games· have chemical weapons. It stands to
begun. Theoretically, this should reason that Iraq would. then launch
be a time of international unity its chemical weapons at us-not
and peace. Unfortunately, threats, exactly the most desirable of outtroops and chemical warfare are comes.
tarnishing the gold.
The worst part is that doing
Right now the only thing nothing also poses a serious threat.
standing in the way ofa U.S. at- it would give Iraq the time to
tack on Iraq is the non-binding perfect its chemical warfare techtruce passed by the U.N. in No- . nology and launching capabilities.
vember which calls for global Some say that rjght now Saddam
peace for the duration of the Win-. does not yet have launching capate.rOlympics. Whatdoesthatmean bilities. Are you willing to take
for the United States and Iraq?
that chance? Ifwe bomb Iraq, he
The truce while non-bind- could very well launch some bioing still carries a
. logical weapon at
. lot of weight in the
us. If we don't
The worst part is
political commu- ·
bomb. him, we
nity. Afterall,how that doing nothing
could. be giving
would it make us also poses a. serious
him the window of
look if we violated threat. It would
time he needs.
the established
In this "showpeace of th~ Olym- give Iraq the time to down" with Iraq, ·
perfect its chemical as the news media
pics?
But
the warfare technology
has christened it,
Olympics are only
some have warned
and launching
delaying the i!'leviof the start of the
table. Too many capabilities. . Some
third world war,
threats have been say that right now
including Russian
made for this thing
Saddam does not yet President Boris
to just blow over. I
Yeltsin.
cannot imagine have launching
For someone
Saddam will sud- capabilities. Are
who grew up in the
denly decide to you willing to take
latter" part of the
comply with the
Cold War and
U.N. after all of the that chance?
watched Desert
chaos he has alStorm on TV, the
ready caused. Not to mention the concept of WWIII is frightening
threats he has managed to receive and unfamiliar.
·
from President Clinton. He will
I don't know what it's like
not back down. He cannot. How to live in a place with air raids and
would it look to his people?
bomb shelters. I don't know how
His people hate us. And it feels to watch the men my age
who can really blame them? Our go off to war and never return.
embargo against Iraq has left the War to me is what I have read in
people starving for food and medi- books and seen on TV. Frankly, I
cal supplies for almost eight years. would like to keep itthat way. The
We are like a rival, a sworn en- horror stories are bad enough. I
emy. How could Saddam back am not prepared to deal with the
down with all of his supporters reality of a world war.
watching?
Still it seems that with the
So what's going to happen end of the winter games coming to
come Feb. 23? The Olympics will a close near the end of February,
be over and our international peace something will have to happen in
jeopardized. Secretary of State the ongoing struggle between Iraq
Madeline Albright has already and the United States.
declared that a substantial attack ·
Whatever decision is made,
will be necessary to eliminate the the outcome is not foreseen to be
threatofSaddam'schemical weap- a happy one. The computer in the
ons.
movie "War Games" described it
Perhaps this isn'tconfusing best, "Strange game, (war), the
tq anyone else, but I. am having a only winning move is not to play."
·problem with this rationale. In

BY LORAINE CROUCH

symbol would be empty. Ideally, .
hanging crucifixes in all the classrooms will symbolize a Qroader
.movement to safeguard and promote . Georgetown's core beliefs .
well into the next century.
As for the argument that some
find the symbol offensive, it simply
does not-add up. Students know
when they apply
to Catholic insti. tutions that symbols of such an
identity will be
found ori campus.
Besides,
the
movement itself is not
wholly Catholic in nature. The student who introduced the measure to
Georgetown's student government,
Marcus Ellison, is a member of the
African. Methodist Episcopal
Church. Said Ellison, "If they are
secure in their owri faiths, it won't
bother them."
The "Committee for Crucifixes in the Classroom" expects a
decision by the end of the month.
We can only hope-and pray~that
the university will remain true tC>its
Catholic and Jesuit identity on this
· small issue, so that itmight have the
courage to remain true on ·much
larger issues in the future.
. ------------

The crucifix controversy
madefrontpageofThe Washington
Post's Style section Nov. 1, with
the headline, "Symbolism at Crux
of Campus Debate: Some
Georgetown University Students
Want a Crucifix in Every Classroom." The Post
has run two other
stories on the subject since then. The
Washington Times
also picked up the .
story~ as have many
diocesan papers and
The Chronicle of Higher Education. ·
So, what is the admin. istration' s excuse for a year of stalling? The answer hinges on the
completion of. a self-study called
"Centered Pluralism."
According to Georgetown's
web site, '"Centered Pluralism' argues that in order to preserve its
distinctiveness among American ins ti tu ti on s of higher learning, signs of this identity, however, the
Georgetown should explore ways Catholic character is clearly not
to cultivate its religious heritage." evident throughoutthe university.
The Post bills it as a "study on The web site goes on to quote Rev.
the best way to promote Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J., president
Georgetown's religious identity of the University, "[Georgetown is]
while remaining faithful to its mis~ . Catholic in substance, and Jesuit in
sion ~f educa~ing peop~e,of all faiths . its style' arid approach to society and
XAVIER'S CRUCl.FIX POLICY
iri the 21st century:" ·· · · · · ·
the world."
"Centered Pluralism," taken
If Georgetown is indeed
at face value, would seem to imply Catholic in substance, as it should
that Georgetown does have a reli- be, crucifixes-a mere reflection of
gious core, and it accommodates this core value-are nothing that
and accepts a wider range of values they ought to be afraid of.
and beliefs. Installing crucifixes in
Part of the consternation from
· the classrooms would merely sym- the administration is due to their.
bolize that religious center.
aim to edu.cate people of all reliThe administration thinks it gious backgrounds. To accept oth- ·
best to await until the completion of ers' identities, must one really erase
this study, however, before making one's own? I think not.
• Alter Hall and the newly
a decision on the proposal.
The question of why is im- remodeled science buildings
Last fall, thePostquotedRev. portant. Why have the Jesuits en- all have crucifixes. But CBA
·
Adam Bunnell, a Franciscan and deavored to educated people of and Cohen do not.
the university's chaplajn: "We're many faiths? What is the driving
not anywhere near a positive or a force behind the Society of Jesus • School officials do not
negative. We feel it's an opportu- and the Catholic Church?
know why some classrooms
nity for debate and 'we're looking
The Jesuit motto answers this have crucifixes and not others.
forward to doing that in the spring." question: "For the greater glory of There is no policy on the
In response, James Cardinal God." As O'Donovan said, "Our subject.
Hickey, Washington's Archbishop, Catholic, Jesuit character is our
"I think it's happened kind
published a letter in Catholic Stan- greatest inspiration, enhancing and of topsy," said Fr. Leo Klein,
dard, the archdiocesan newspaper, encouraging us truly to educate men S.J .., vice president for Spiritual
in favor of the initiative: "Frankly, and women for others."
Development. "Some rooms
I can't imagine why a university,
Crucifixes In the classroom have them and some rooms
run by the Society of Jesus and are subtle but significant reminders don't."
operating under a pontifical char- of why educators and students at
Dr. Richard Hirte, vice
ter, would have to debate the issue." . Jesuit universities do what they do. · president for Financial AdminThe crucifix, he said "is simJon Soucy, one of the student istration, said, "I thought for the
ply a reminder of Georgetown's leaders of the initiative, said, "A most part, crucifixes were in all
Catholic identity and a standing in- crucifix reminds us why we study in our classrooms."·
·
vitation to all people to open their the end. It's for the greater glory of
hearts to God's love." It is "a basic, God, not just for advancing our OTHER SCHOOLS' POLICIES
identifying Catholic symbol... It of- careers."
.It is important tO remember, • Both Notre Dame and ·
fends only those who are intolerant
of the Catholic faith," he said.
of course, not to confuse a symbol Catholic University of America
What is the big deal? Why is with substance. And yet, for a tra- place crucifixes in all of their
the administration squeamish? dition as rich in symbols and imag- classrooms ·as a matter of
Georgetown claims on its web site ery as the Catholic one, there is ·policy.
that it "adheres·to the teachings of substantial significance in the symthe Catholic Church, and the Catho~ bol of Christ on the cross.
• At St. Louis University,
lie character of the university is
Were Georgetown to simply another Jesuitsctiool, most
evident throughout the university.'' hang crucifixes and not honor their classrooms do not have
Without crucifixes or visible Catholic identity in· practice, the crucifixes.

PORTS

XU hopes to.· repeat success
BY MATT MADGES
SPORTS WRITER

·Rifle preps for NCAA
The Xavier rifle squad c_ame up with a victory lastSaturday
againstthe Ohio State Buckeyes.The Musketeers cariie up on top by
· · ·
the final total ofl509 -1502.
Junior Karyn Juzuik led the team by finishing first in both air
rifle and smallbore. Juziuk scored a 384 in the air rifle, and an 1170 in
the smallbore discipline.
.. Senior Karen Alexander also provided.a spark with a second
plac~ finish in air rifle and a third place finish in the smallbore with
scores of383 and 1.137.
The rifle team will look to continue their winningways next on
Saturday and Sunday when they host the NCAA Qualifier in the
Armory beginning at 8 a~m. both days:
-Amjad Zahra

Nevermind the: snow, let's go row
The 'crew team doesn't start aCt~ally 'racing in regattas until
April, but they'll show off their readiness this Sunday when they
participate in the Cincinnati Indoor Rowing Championships iii the .
O'Connor Sports Center.
Sunday's event will consist' of erg sprints, races on rowing
machines. These sprints help the rowers gauge their strength as the
spring season draws closer. These sprints will also be an indicator of
how successful the·teaJil'S winter training has been; ·
The Musketeers continue with their religious, early .morning
wor]couts. In addition, they took a trip to Florida for one week to train
in the water over Christmas break~
.
The action starts at noon on Sunday in the Sports Center.
·Pete Holtermann

Atlantic 10 tournament tickets

If you 're still looking for something to do with your spring break,
student discounted ticket packages still remain for the Atlantic 10
Conference Men's Basketball Championship in Philadelphia.
The action will start at the Corei;tates Spectrum on Wednesday,
March 4, with four games. There will again be four on Thursday before
f!1e. ft.t:l_~; i~. ,n_¥f()'.y,~d to twiY ()~: Frid~Y· .. ,The, ;championship wiil be
.. . . .. .
..
. .
decided at6 p'.m. on 'sa:turda:y.. :,
Students may purchase tickets to all 11 games through the Xavier
ticket office fora discounted price of$40. Others wanting tickets may
purchase the package for $110.
For more information, call 745-3411.
·Pete Holtermann ·

Long distance shootout contest
Students will have the opportunity to compete for prizes in the
Cincinnati Bell Telephone Three Point Challenge, with the finals
occuririg at halftime of the Xavier men's basketball game against
George Washington on Monday, Feb. 16. The first round of the
competition will be held in the O'Connor Sports Center on Wednesday,
Feb, 11 at 4 p.m.

-Pete Holtermann

·'ON TAP~

Friday, Feb. 13
•Men's Tennis vs. Toledo at 9 p.m.
······~·························
Saturday, Feb. 14

•Rifle vs. West Virginia/NCAA Qualifier at 8 a.m.
•Men's Tennis vs. Eastern Michigan, .Time TBA

•Baseball at Western Kentucky at I p.m. (2)
•Men's Basketball at Virginia Tech at 2 p.m. on
WCPO TV-Ch. 9
.
·•Women's Basketball at St. Bonaventure at 5:15 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 15

•Rifle hosts NCAA Qualifier at 8 a.m.

.

.

•Women's Tennis at Eastern Michigan
•Baseball at Western Kentucky at 2 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 9

•Men's ~asketball vs. George Washington at 7:30 p.m.
•Women's Basketball at Dayton at 7 p.m.

All home games are in bold
(2) indicates a baseball doubleheader
Home rifle meets take place in the upstairs of the Armory
Home women's basketball games played in Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home men's basketball games played at the. Cincinnati Gardens
Home tennis matches are played at the Eastern Hills Indoor Tennis Club at
669 Wilmer Ave.

·Game of the Week
Men's Basketball vs. George Washington
7:30 p.m. Monday at the Gardens ·
A foreign invasion will take place in this game as the GW
squad contains IO players born on non-U.S. soil. The Colonials beat
XU in' Washington, D;C.; in overtime earlier this season. In addition
to revenge, Xavier needs the win to solidify its standing as an NCAA
Tournrunent team. Xavier enters 'this. weekend unranked, and the
Colonials carry the No. 17 ranking.

Xavier will begin its 1998
baseball season this weekend with a
three-game series at Western Kentucky. The expectations will be
greater and the goals loftier this season as the team is coming off one of
the best seasons in its history.
Last year, the Muskies were
AtlanticlO West Division Champs
with a 14-6 conference record, and a
32-26markoverall. They have been
picked to win the West again.
"We feel like the recognition
. off of last season's finish is deserved," says Head Coach John
Morrey. ''Yet we all know that it is
a new season, and predictions are
simply that. We have worked hard
to gain some notoriety and respect
in the A-10, but, as always, you
must play the game on the field."
A total of 17 players return
from last season, and the starting
lineup will consist of nine players
..
who started an average of 44 games
~
last season.
;...
. This year's squad will be led
~
by its co-captains junior Lou Witte
:
and senior Jim Dallio.
.S
.;Witte is coming off a great
season when he led the conference Senior co-captain Jim Dallio returns to to lead the reigning Atlantic JO
with 12 wins, 123.2 innings pitched,
West Division Champion Xavier squad. This season, Dallio 's bat will
and a 2.98 earned run average. For stay in the line up, but he will move from behind the plate to first base.
his outstanding season, Witte was· .390 batting average with runners in rotation will be senior Bill. Peters,
named the A-10 Pitcher of the Year. scoring position.
sophomoreJames Siefker, and freshThis ·season Witte has been
Hampson was named second menJeffBarg~r. Peterssetaschool
predicted not only to win the Con- team All-Atlantic 10 third baseman record by striking out I? b_at.ters in a
ferente'Pitcher of the Year award' ~nd l~dthe teani'in,batting average IO-inning game last season versus
·
again, but he is also being consid- for the second year in a row with a Duquesne.
ered as an All-American Candidate. .352 average. He compiled 74 hits
The coaches have· talked to
Witte does not see the lofty predic- last season which ranks in the Top the team about how they are going
tionsforhimortheteamaspressure, Five all-time for.a single season in to face each team's best shot this
but instead he looks at them as an Xavier history.
season and that an extremely hard
honor.
Starting at designated hitter thing to do is win the division for a
"Witte will be pitching with a for the Muskies will be sophomore second year in a row.
bull's-eye on his back this season," Clay Maurer. Maurer appeared in
However, Morrey believes the
· said Morrey. "However, he has ice 42 games last season, starting in 20 team can play up to their ability and
in his veins and is good enough to · of them. His best performance last not letthe expectations translate into
rip the bull's-eye off and have an- season was a 4-4 showing in a blow- pressure. Rather, he wants his troops ·
other great s~ason."
out of crosstown rival Cincim:iati on to look at the hype as a compliment
Witte has a greater pifoh se- April 8.
,
then the team should have another
lection than most collegiate pitch- .
Mauer pleased the coaching great season.
ers. He has an 88-90 mile per hour staff by having" a very impressive
"Our goal for the season is to
fastball. In Mdition, he will throw a fall season. The switch hitter has make it to the Regionals of the
slider, a change up and a split finger used his athleticism to improve his NCAA Tournament and· we will
fastball.
play.
settle for nothing less," said Witte.
Dallio was named first team
Bill Fish, also. a junior, will "Anything less would be a disapAll-Atlantic IO catcher last· year, start in right field for the Muskies. pointment."
but this season will be moved to first Fish batted .364 and had an astound. To try to help the team reach
base. Morrey is moving Dallio to ing .800 slugging percentage versus · this goal, Morrey has strengthened
first in an effort to add another po- A-IO opponents last season. His the schedule for the team including
tent bat to the lineup.
·
season slugging percentage of ~648 a three-game series with perennial
Taking over at catcher will be was the best on the team.
national powerhouse Georgia Tech.
junior Mark Modrovsky whci is an
"The outfield should be very
_"Playing the best competition
experienced catcher with just as strong because we have four guys gives us the best chance to reach our
much talent as Dallio.
,
who deserve to be on the field," said goals," said Fish. "The bettercom"Coachisjustdoingwhatwiil Fish.
.petition will, prepare us for all that
be best for the team," said Dallio.
Joining Fish-in the outfield we want to accomplish.' 1
"Anything that will help the team willbesophomoreMattWatsonand
In the A-10, Virginia Tech
win is what I am concerned with." junior Mike Scuglik,
· will challenge Xavier for the top
Rounding outthe opening day
Watson appeared in 36 games spot in the West. Dayton could play
· infield starting lineup will be three last season, starting in 34 of them. the role of the spoiler.
juniors: Zach Swisher at second He has good power and will be
In the East, Massachusetts
base, Chris Ki,,rkby at shortstop, and looked at to generate some good should again 'be the team to beat.
Rodd Hampson at third base.
numbers as a run-producer.
Fordham and St. Bonaventure will
Swisherwasnamedfirstteam
Scuglik batted .328 in A-IO challenge the.Minutemen for the
All-Atlantic IO second baseman last play last season. In addition to play- title.
season while batting .327 for the ing in the outfield, Scuglik will be
The team will begin-their jour- ·
sea~on .. J:Ie is expected to bat in the called upon to contribute to the team ney to the NCAA this Saturday as
lead off position thi.s season. · ·
ori the mound in a relief role.
the team has a doubleheader schedKirkby appeared in all 58
~oiningScugliki~thebullpen . uled at Western Kentucky. 'This
games,startingin57ofthemforthe will be Patrick Gavin and middle willbefollowedbyasinglegameat
Muskies fast season. He batted .345 relief specialist Brock Boser. ·
Western Kentucky on Sunday.
· in A-10 play and led the team with a
Behind Witte in the starting
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Mental lapses bury Muskie.s
Xavier had its charices in the
game.and could have won. How. SPORTS EDITOR
ever, the Muskies were never able to
On Monday, Xavier.dropped· get themselves organized enough to
out of the Associated Press Writers pose a'serious threat to the MinuteTop 25 for the first time since last men.
"Their big guys played like
December. The Muskies came in at
No. 26 .this week,. receiving 128 thei_r big guys normally play; and
votes, 48 shy ofthe No. 25 team.
theirguardsplayedreallywell,''said
The Musketeers entered the Xavier head coach Skip Prosser.
season in several Top 1Os, and "When both those ingredients are
climbed as high as No. 7 during the present \or UMass, then it's very
regular season.
difficultto beat them unless you're
Disheartening as it is for the playing well. · To their credit, we
Muskies to fall out of the polls, it is were not."
no where near as frustrating as the
Xavier, who averages four
loss that got them there. Xavier . scorers in double figures, had just
dropped a physical 73-62 decision .oneinGaryLumpkin. JamesPosey,
to Massacµtisetts at the Cincinnati XU' s explosive sixth man who is
Gardens on Sunday, causing their oneofthreeMuskiesaveragingjust
record to slip to 15-6 overall, and 7- · over 16 points per .game, did not
4 in the Atlantic 10.
even get off a shot in the gallle.
BY PETE HOLTERMANN

UMass was unfazed by Xavier's
pressure, and used intense defense
to completely thwart the Muskie
attack.
· "Everybody gets into funks,
and the really great teams play
through it," said freshman guard
Mo McAfee. "We're reaching to
get there, so we've just got to play . ·
through it."
·
Statistically, it is plain to see
why Xavier lost the contest. The
Muskies managed just 39 percent
11hootiiig from the floor, inciuding a
dismal 29 percent in the first half.
Xavier gathered just 11 offensive
rebounds of the 28 misses. Moreover, XU turned the ball over 19
times, al_ld converted on just 22 of
33 free throw attempts.
"They were hitting wide open
three pointers, and their big men
were finishing inside," Lumpkin
said. "We were fouling them and
letting them go to the foul line. All
of those things just added up."
But the stat sheet only goes so
far in telling fhe story. Xavier just
flat out lost the game. When it was Xavier's GaryLumpkinpressureSMassachusetts' guard Monty Mack in
gut check time, there was no solid the backcourt duririgSi.mday's game. Lumpkin was the only Muskie to
team effort by XU to get the Muskies score in double figures in the contest. His 19 made him the 33rd player
in Xavier history to score 1,000 career points.
in a position to challenge UMass for
the win.
to~mandefenseagainsttheMuskies.
Monday provides a huge test
. "We tried to do a little·too When shots started to fall out, and forXavier, as the Muskies play host .
much one-on-one instead of having the ball went into the hands of the ·to GW; In addition to holding the
a team concept," said Lumpkin. "We · Minutemen, Xavier lost its compo- . top spot in the division, the Colonials.
tried shooting our way out of trouble sure. Thingsbecarnehurrie~forthe have moved up to No. 17. in this·
instead of just executing our way Muskies against UMass' already . week'spoll. XUlosttotheColonials
out••·1
r
stifling defense,·and thatjust made earlierthis.-season in·Washington,_,
"For us to beat· UMass. the· things worse for Xavier. . . . . . . D.C. by a score of 78-73 in o~e~~ ~
game had to b'e up and down," said
:"In th~ first half, we were go- time.
Prosser, "'And it wasn't. Some- ingone-on-onealot,"Lumpkinsaid.
The Muskies will get ready
times we find a way to win despite "In that case, with a veteran team, fortheupcominggamesonWednesthat, but this afternoon, we didn't. we' ve gotto have poise and execute day, taking two days off between ·
"We didn't play with poise on instead ofjust shooting our way out their last game and their next pracoffense: A · veteran team should of trouble."
tice.
"I'd rather practice to get betknow by nowthat you execute your
Prosser concurred, "We took
way out of trouble."
toomanyforcedshots,and too many ter," said Posey of the days off. "I.
"I think UMass had a lot more drives to the basket where we really think guys are going to· come and
mental toughness than we did to- didn't have anything the.re. When shootordosomething. They're not
night," Lumpkin said, "And,. for the · we did get foul~d. we didn't con~ just going to take the days off like a
most part, I don't think that should vert. We dug ourselves too bi~ a · vacation."
be because we've got a lot of vet- hole."
"Wejust have to go back to
eran guys ... guys who have played
Now the Muskies are faced the drawing board," said Lumpkin.
in the big games."
withregainingtheirformbeforehit- "There's not too much you can do_
"We had mental break- ting the home strefoh of the confer- now thatthe grune's over. We've
downs," McAfee said. "We go over ence slate. Xavier stands'.iri third just got to go back to the drawing
certain things in the scouting re- place in the A-)0 West, two .and a board and play better."
ports, and when it comes to game halfgamesbehindfirstplaceGeorge ·
Millennium watch: Gary
time, you know what they're gonna Washington, with just five games Lumpkin became the 33rd member
do.
remaining in the regular season.
of the 1,000 point club on Sunday.
-"It'sjilstmental breakdowns,
Thefirstofthesegamescomes Here's whereXavier's top four acand they end up doing what they on the road Saturday against a 7-13 tive scorers stand: .
were going to do anyway."
(2-8 A-10) Virginia Tech squad.
Lenny Brown
1,126
These breakdowns led to XaviertqppedtheHokiesbyascore
GaryLumpkin
1,004
Xavier struggling in its half court of77-66-wlieri the two teams met in
T.J. Johnson
983
offens~. UMassplayedafierceman- Cincinnati in January:
Darnell Williams
978
• Over 75 accredited courses
'• French immersion Prog~
• .Fine Arts Program
. e Advanced Photography and
Web.Design Programs
e Cultural Excursions
For moJY irifomllllion, ·ellil or rrltr.
The_ American University of Paris

Summer'·Programs, Box S-2000 ·
102.rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
. Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14
Fax (3311)40 62 07 17
NewYork office: Tel. (212) 983-1414
Web site - http://www.aup.fr .- . ~
E-mail - Summcr@'aup.fr
~
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·.XU snares· share•. of first
(continuedfrompage 1)

Xavier's win snapped the
. Hokies' three-game winning streak
and gave the Musketeers the season
sweep of Virginia Tech, who has
only defeated· XU once in the two
schools' histories.
The win over Virginia Tech
came on the heels of a 80-61 drub"
bing that Xavier handed to La Salle
(11_-11, 5-7)this past Friday night in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Xavier came out hot and kept
it up through the first half, shooting
52.9 perceni from the field, and 613 from behind the th):'ee-point arc.
The first 20 minutes all belonged to
the Musketeers, who tallied 47 points
on their way to a 20 point lead by
half time.
The second half was fairly
close, the Explorers actually
outscored the Musketeers 34-33, but
. the damage was done in the first half
of the game as Xavier held on for the
win.
Five Musketeers scored in
double figures in the game. Hotshooting guard Nicole Levandusky Center Jen Phillips fights through a crowd of defenders to get a shot off
led the pack with 19 points. The trio under the hoop. Phillips had 14 points Monday against Virginia Teck .
of .Hamberg, Kremer and Phillips
each had 11 points, and Hamberg past weekend's two wins have put 9) on Monday for this weekend's
was 3-4 from. three-point range.. Xavier in a good position heading contests. The game at Dayton, less
Finally, Hotz record.ed 10 points, into the last four games of the sea- than an hour's drive up Interstate
making this the third game in a row son.
75, will beat7p.m. Xavier defeated
in which she came off the bench to
Despite being tied for first, if Dayton 8&:71 when the two teams
score in double figures.
the conference tournament was held . met earlierin the season.
The following weekend,
Hotz also led Xavier with her right now, Xavier would be in third
.. eight rebounds. Kremer pulled down place after tiebreakers and not re- Xavier will be home to close out the
seven rebounds as well in the game. ceiveafirstround bye. The first and regular season with games against ·
.· for the Musketeers.1 •
,
second place teams in each division Templel0-13, 3-lO)on the 19th and
Defensively,Levanduskypil- receivefirst-roundbyes,andthethird East Division leading St. Joseph's
fered seven steals from La Salle, and fourth place teams host first (17-6, 9-2) on the 20th;
arid Hamberg added three more round games in the A-10 toumasteals to the Musketeers' total. ment.
Levandusky is now 9n pace to break
Key to how the West Division
theXaviersingleseasonstealsrecord sorts itself out is the Duquesne at
of8 l set by Sheryl Knllpotich in the George Washington game this Sat1990-91 season. Krmpotichplayed urday. Xavier will need to keep
at Xavier from 1989-92.
winning to stay in contention for a
This was a crucial weekend first round bye, as well as needing a
for the Musketeers. Coming into few Duquesne or George WashingFriday' s game .against. La Salle,· . ton losses:
Under the Army's ·
Xavier had lost its l.ast two. games
The Musketeers will travel to
·and three of its last four matchups St.Bonaventure(12-11,5-7)onSat- ' Loan Repayment
.and slipped into.second place. This urday and then to Dayton(7-15, 3program, you could get

THIS YEAR A.
LOT OF COLLEGE

SENIORS WILL

BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

NOW RENTING
FOR THE
'98-'99

Take a Free Test· Drive
and find out!

·Xavier University

Saturday, February' 21st
CPA 9:00-1:00PM
MCAT 9:00-1:00PM
GMAT 2:00 - 6:00PM
LSAT 2:00 - 6:00 PM

SCHOOL YEAR
93 8 Dana

~

3 bdrm.

3639 Brooks - 6 bdrm.

1·800·K·AP~TEST
www.kaplan.com ..

~Cr;>ur1e r:iamGi .ar~ ·,.gllt~;ed ·~a_defnaika al their r-Peat1va owr\W.:.. . ·

513..,731-4400.
ARMY~··

BE ALL YOU.CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com .

Call today to reserve your seat!

t:f1iif1l~t

out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
.. on active· duty reduces
yoitrindebt~dness by
one-third or $1,500,
whichever a.inount is ·
greater, up to a $65,000
limit. The offer applies
· to Perkins ·Loans,
Stafford Loans, and certain other federally
irisured loans, which. are
not 'in default And debt
relief is just one of the
many benefits you'll earn
from the Army. Ask your
Army Recruiter. ·

For Information
Call 772-0909
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This Sunday the women's tennis 'team will begin .the second half
of their season with an undefeated
5-0 record. Coming into this season, no one expected the women to .
have the success that they have had
due to the team losing three key
players to graduation. One of the
main reasons for the unexpected
success has been due to the play of Freshmen Gwen Sikorci., Trac(e Fraunfelder and Natalie Palmenter are__
three freshmen: Natalie Palmenter,
a big r_easonfor the lady netters' success .this year.
Gwen Sikora and Tracie··
Fraunfelder. The impact that each 2 doubles with. senior co-captain ond half of their season. They will
of these women have made, com- Erin Gram bow and. Fraunfelder look to take one match at a time in
bined with each of the returning plays No. 3 doubles with her sister the ho.Pe of competing for an A-10
members of the squad taking on Laura, aji.uiior;
crown at the conclusion of the sealarger roles, has allowed the women .
''The team was s<;> much easier. son .. The women begin the second
to go beyond all expectations.
to get along .with here," said half of their journey on Sunday at
The success the freshmen have Palmenter on her reasoning for Eastern Michigan ..
The men's tennis team looks
contributed has been because of the choosing to come to Xavier.
speedy transitions each has made to
The fac(that the team gets to build on· a solid first half of the
the college game and to the team. along so well with each other has season as they begin play this weekAll three of the freshmen credit their helped in providing great team unity end. During the first half of the
fast transition and success to the which has become one of the season the men were lead by senior
support each has received from the strengths of. the team~ The unity Jeff Roth who played No. 1 singles
returning members of the squad and also comes from the fact that each for the squad. The men's team finfrom long-time head coach Jim member of the squad shares a team- ished the first half of the season with
Brockhoff.
oriented attitude toward success. a 2-3 match play record.
The first match for the men
"The main difference between This attitude has allowed a different
tennis in high school and tennis in ·member of the squad to step up in will be a home match on Friday at 9
college has been the support that the each match to provide that extra ·p.m. against the University of Toteam gives to everyone, "said Sikora.. spark that was needed for victory. · 1edo. Due to the constuction of the
Palmenter and Sikora each
"It is the whole team that wins Convocation Center; all home tenplay in singles competition for the the match," relates Fraunfelder, "not . nis matches for the remainder of the
squad at No. 2 and No. 4 respec- just one individual."
season will be played at Eastern
tively. Sikora also plays doubles as
The women intend to bring Hills Indoor located at 669 Wilmer
does Fraunfelder. Sikora plays No. this attitude with them iitto the sec- Ave.

Massachusetts 73, Xavier 62
Sun., Feb. 8
Cincinnati
MllSSachusetts (73) -Babul 4-5 0-0 8; Weeks
5-8 0-0 10, Ketner 5-8 0-1 12, Clarke 6-10 22l8, 3-103-510, DePina 0-15-7 5, Kirkland
1-2 0-0 2, Basit 3-3 2-5 8. Totals: 28-49122073
Xavier (62) -Johnson 1-2 3-5 5, Williams 2- ·
5 4-9 9, Braggs 2-8 5-7 9, L. Brown 3-9 2-2
8, Lumpkin 7-16 3-4 19, Kelsey 1-2 0-0 2~
McAfee 2-4 1-2 6, Posey 3-3 2-5 8. Totals:
18-46 22-33 62
Halftime - UM 43, XU 25. Rebounds - UM
33 (Weeks 8) XU.29 (Braggs 8). Assists UM 14 (Clarke, Mack 4) XU 7· (Brown,
Lumpkin 2). 3-PT FG - UM 5~9 (Clarke 47, Mack 1-2) XU 4-8 (Williams 1-2, Lumpkin
2-4, McAfee 1-2). Free-throws - UM 12-20,
XU 22-33. Turnovers - UM 21, XU 19.
Steals- UM7, XU9. Blocks- UM6,XU 4.
Total Fouls ~ UM 26, XU 24. Fouled Out UM - Babu!, Ketner. XU - Brown, Posey.
Technical Fouls - None. A- 10,100.
Rifle
Xavier 6,081, Ohio St. 6000
Sat., Feb.7

Cincinnati
Xavier Shooters: 3-Position: Jurluk-i,170
(399, 384, 387); Brattain-l,119 (392, 352,
375); Jedinak-1,136 .(386, 364, 1~86);
Alexander~l,137 (396, 358, 383).
''
Air Rifle: Juziuk-384 (95, 97, 96, 96);
Alexander-383 (93, 98, 96, 96); Roiman379 (94, 91, 96, 98); Brattain-373 (95, 90,
96, 92).

Check us out on the
-world.-wide -web.

~~~

SPORTS WRITER

· Men's Basketball
-

.,

BY MATT MAl>GES

l, Levandusky 2-6, Hotz 1-1, Hughes 0-2)
VT 2-9 (Maitland 0-2, Albertsson 2-7). Freethrows - XU 15-24, VT.16"26.:Tumovers XU21, VT 18. Steals-XU6, VT9. Blocks
- XU 3, VT l. Total Fouls - XU 23, VT 21.
Fouled Out - XU - Phillips, Kremer; VT None. Technical Fouls - None. A- 1,489.

Women's Basketball

••,-:-.

Netters· prepare . fOt: ·spring

MUSKIE
BOX:ES
Xavier 80, La Salle 61
Fri., Feb: 6
Cincinnati
LaSalle(61): Rhoads3-70-06, Weiss0-22~
2 2, Jewett 2-5 0-0 7, Wolfe 5"12 0-0 .12,
Haynes 1-8 0-0 2, Hindeniang,0~1 0-1 5,
Z.Cnszer 2-5 0-2 5, Newhard 2-8 6-6 10,
McDade 5-7 7-8 17. Totals: 20~5518-25 61
Xavier (80)- Stromberg 3-3 3.:5 9, Hamberg
4-60-0 ll,Phillips5-7 lc211,Kremer3-83511,Levandusky7-133-619, Tuukkanen 040-2 0, Riley 2-40-24, Parr0-21-21, Hotz·
4-5 2-6 10;'1.eigh 0-0 0-00, Hughes 1-41-2
4. Totals: 29"56 14-32 80
Halftime - XU 47, LS 27 .. Rebounds - LS 37
(four with 5) XU 38 (Hotz 8). Assists - LS 12
(Haynes, Newhard 3) XU 17 (Kremer,
Levandusky 4). 3-PT FG - LS (Wolfe 2-5,
Haynes 0-5, Hindenlang 1-2) XU 8~19
(Hamberg 3,4; Kremer2-4, Levandusky 2-7,
Parr0-1, Hughes 1-3). Free-throws-LS 1825, XU 14-32. Turnovers - ts 27, XU 21.
Steals - LS 9,XU 17. Blocks - LS 2, XU 1..
Total Fouls - LS 23, XU 22. Fouled Out - LS
- None; XU - None, Technical Fouls - None.
A- 1,280.
Xavier 69, Virginia Tech 68
Mon., Feb. 9
Blacksburg, Va.
Xavier (69) - Stromberg 1-4 2-2 4, Hamberg
5-7 4-6 15, Phillips 5-6 4-5 14, Kremer2-6 004, Levandusky 3-12 1-49,Tuukkanen 3-4
0-0 6, Riley 1-1 0-1 2, Parr 0-0 2-2 2, Hotz 592-213, Hughes 0-20-20. Totals:22-55173061
Virginia Tech (68)- Williams 7-10 3-7 17,
Nolley 1-2 0-0 2, Witherspoon 2-2 2-5 6,
Wetzel 2-6 1-2 5, O'Connor 4-10 l-1 9,
Houseright 3-7 4-6 10, Maitland 0-2 0-0 0,
Albertsson 5-14 4-4 16, Drinka 1-1 1-1 3.
Totais: 30-57 20-26 80
Halftime-XU37, VT33. Rebounds-XU37
(Kremer7) VT 31 (Williams 8). Assists -XU
11 (Levandusky 4) VT 14 (Witherspoon 11).
3-PT FG-XU 4-13 (Hamberg 1-3, KremerO-
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Fifth Third Bank
Building Careers for a Lifetime·

Have you:

thought•

CAREE~e

yet.•

Fifth Third bas.
In fact, we have a '\Vi.de.
range of.Management
Development Programs
. designed to help you
build a rewarding, long•
lasting eareer '\Vi.th the
nation's leading financial
institution.

Huma·n Resources
Department
Fifth Third Bank
3s·Fountain Square Plaza
Cincinnati, OH 45263
Fax (513) 744-8621
Visit our web site at
www.53.com
We are an equal opportunity employer-

Why should you choose
Fifth Third Bank for
your career? Here are a
few of the many reasons:
• Unlimited growth
potential • Aggressive
Profit Sharing • Health,
Dental, Vision and Life
Insurance • Stock 11111!~1
Purchase Plan •. 401K
savings plan • Paid
holidays and vacations
• Educational Assistance .
plan.
Meet with Recruiters and
find out more about these
challenging and
rewarding opportunities ·
at our
Pre-Night Session
Wednesday,
February 18th (check
'\Vithtl1ePlacement
Office for time)
Interview Session
Thursday, February
l!)th for:

• Systems Analyst

Are you looking for a challenging and rewarding ~anagement career opportunlty? Then look to the FACS Group, Inc. We
provide financial, credit and.administrative services for all divisions of Federated Department Stores, Inc. including Macy's,
Lazarus, Bloomingdale's, Burdines, The Bon Marche, Rich's, Goldsmith's and Stem's as well as other companies.
Our Executive Develo~m~nt Program (EDP) has been designed to put you on the.fast track for management career success. You
provide independent thinking and leadership potential and we'll provide training, supervisory/interpersonal skill development .
; and much more. As part of the program, you'll receive extensive classroom and on-the-job training along with the opportunity
to rotate within some of the following areas:
·
• Systems Development .
• Credit Marketing
• Customer Service
• Employee Services

•Benefits
• Human Resources
• Credit Granting

• Risk Management
• Telemarketing
• Collections

° Commercial

AtFACS; we've created an environment that will bring out the best.in you. You'll find the ·
atmosphere casual and open with a sense of camaraderie and cohesive teamwork. We offer
a competitive salary/benefits package and the opportunity for advancement.

Interview Session
Friday, February 20th
foi':

If you are graduating in May/June of 1998 - Discover FACS ! We will be interviewing for
our Cincinnati location on campus the following dates:
·

Associate
• Retail Associate

• MPS Associate
•. Operations
Associate
Sign UpAtThe
Placement Office Today!

Information Session
Date:
February 18, 1998
Time:
5:30- 7:00.PM
· Location: OKI Room·
University Center

Interviews
Date:
February 19, 19~8
Sign up: Career Services Office

FACS

'FINANCIAL

and CREDIT
SERVICES

9111 Duke Blvd.
Mason, OH 45040
www.federated-fds.com ·
Equal Opportunity For All
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Do you speak art?
·" ...Hey there, Miss Creation, bring~ flower, time is wastin'..."
.

-..
. Sheryl Crow, "Hard to Make a Stand" .

Delta 72 swamp Sudsy's

. The Contemporary· Arts Center's training course for new
docents, Art as a Second Language, begins Monday, Feb. 23 and
meets once a week until April 29. The course is open to anyone
interested in volunteering for the Center and is designed to provide
knowledgeable guides for the CAC 's exhibitions, school programs
arid community outreach.
·
.
Participants have a choice between two sessions: Monday
mornings from 9:30 a.m. to noon, or Wednesday evenings from 6
to 8:30p.m.
.
... ·
The course is open to prospective CAC docents and CAC
members free ofcharge. For moreinformation or to enroll, call Lisa
Buck at 345-8400.
·

Music major performs

BY MARK DONAHUE
DIVERSIONS WRITER

Truly amatchmadeinheaven
for fans of visceral live music, last
Tuesday's Delta 72/New Bomb
Turks showdown atSudsy'sHved
up to its sweaty potential.
Though I arrived a bit fate for
the Turks' set, what I did see from
the Columbus quartet was what
made them regional demi-legends.
It's the bluest of the blue collar; as
far as punk goes, with Iio empty
political manifestos or ~lothing feDelta 72 lead singer Gregg Foreman preaches to the crowd.
tishes to get in the way.
TheNewBombTurksarerock
The Philadelphi~ quartet ran of flack for their music for borrow'n' roll. Eric Davidson is a one-of- through most of the songs on their ing too heavily and obviously from
a-kindfrontman-perpetually goad- new album, The Soul ofa New Ma- sources that they seemingly have no
right to touch.
ing the apathetic to let loose for at chine, with envious energy.
least one second of their lives.
Their heavy and danceable
Yet, judging from this show,
Much in the same way, the · punk/R&B stew got the Sudsy' s the cliches of said influences do not
·more sly Delta 72 preach from the crowd going. Foreman took to the dominate the Delta 72's music (that
gospel of gettin' down. That was rafters and then into the crowd in an goes for the Turks' punk as well).
They have made something
what occupied most of singer/gui- effort to better commune with the
tarist Gregg Foreman's between- audience. . ..· .·
...·.·.·.
.• . ··.. unique, ap.dit was a pleasure to
song interjecy~m~.. .
..••.. '·· ;.·•
TheDeltacJ2hav~:take.O.a-lot~'"darice,to ~~~.;~ ·:<·~•~ '··:

-FILM

REVIEW-

'Wag the Dog' barks loudly
to re-election) out of a sexual scandal with a young girl.·
FILM CRITIC
·
. In order to push this atrocious
news item out of the public's mind,
Bream teams up with a famous HolJanuary and February are the lywood producer Sidney (Dl!stin
dead months for motion picture re- Hoffman) and White House Chief
leases. Once the Christmas holiday of Staff (Anne Heche.)
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY

season has come and gone,
.the new films that are released are quite pathetic.
Just look at what is
showing at the nearest
cineplex.
No one wants to sit
down. and watch "Blues
Brothers. 2000," but they
are still interested in quality holiday films like "Titanic,"
"Good Will Hunting," and even "As
Good As It Gets."
Another film re~eased several
weeks ago, and still making headlines, fa Barry Levinson' s political
satire, "Wag the Dog."
The film, depicting a presidentialscandalandcover-up,seems
to defend the cliche "life imitates
art," with allthe present hoopla concerning President Clinton and his
alleged love affair with former intern Monica Lewinsky.
,
"Wag the Dog" stars Robert
DeNiro as Conrad Bream, a political spin-doctor who is called in to
help bail the president (who is close·

where we have to question what is
fact and what is fiction.
He shows us that just because
something is on television does not
mean that it is the truth.
Also, this movie has some
very memorable performances from
both DeNiro and Hoffman, but

/tis afilm that
should be seen as
soon as possible.
Together these three manage
to convince the media and the publie th~t war with Albania is at hand,
even though it really does not exist.
The three seem to have everything in hand once the war is underway, but they run into sticky situationswithopposingpresidentialcandidate (Craig T. Nelson) and numerous other governmental agencies who are trying to expose what
the president is really about.
Using a very creative idea,
Barry Levinson takes us inside the
White House and shows us WQat
actually might be going on as we
speak.
· ·... . · He presents us with situations

. Woody: Harrelson
steals the show. His
take on mentally insane "war" veteran
Sgt. William "Old
Shoe" Shoemaker is
laugh out loud funny.
Even country
.singer Willie Nelson
delivers a solid pre-

sentation.
In any sense, "Wag the Dog"
is a surefire contender for Oscar
nominations in several categories,
but will probably be upstaged by
other flashier films with bigger budgets and larger media buzz.
Even so, it is a film that should
be seen as soon as possible.

Editor's Note: Look nextweek
for a review ofAdam Sand/er' s new
film "The Wedding Singer" by Diversions Writer Dan Furey. . The
sure to be hit 'movie opens nation~
ally on Friday.

Anneliese Clear, soprano, will perform her senior recital on
Saturday, Feb .. 14 at &:30 p.m. in the University Center Theatre.
She will be singing a wide range of selections, including
spirituals a~d works by Mozart.
There is no charge for the performance.

Special Day
There will be a special screening of Entertaining Angels: The
Story ofDorothy Day on Feb. 15 a_t 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
After the movie, David Dietz, the house manager at the St.
Francis/St. Joseph Catholic Worker House will discuss the Catholic
Worker movement begun by Day.
All are welcome to attend.

lit Stores
The following are due for release Feb. 17:
The Austin Lounge Lizards, Employee ofthe Month (Sugar
Hill) ... B-Tribe, Sensual Sensual (Mesa/Atlantic) .... Deep Forest,
Comparsa (550 Music) ... Destiny's Child, Destiny's Child (ECD)
(Columbia)... Ani DiFranco, Little Plastic Castle (Righteous
Babe) ... MandyPantinkin, Mamaloshen (songs sung in Yiddish)
.(Nonesuch/Atlantic)... Jody Watley, Flower (Big Beat/Atlat1tic) ...
... all dates are tentative.

Concerts A Go Go
Tonight
Holly Cole
· w/Jeb Loy Nichols
@Top Cat's
Thursday, Feb. 12
Johnny Socko
@Ripley's
Friday, Feb. 13
Big Wreck
@Ripley's

Sunday, Feb. 15
SkinneeJ's
@Ripley's
and
C.J. Chenier & The Red
Hot Louisiana Band
@ Jefferson Hall
Monday, Feb. 16
Coal Chamber
w/Sevendust
@Annie's
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Pearl Jam 'Yields', while Ben Folds·~ 'Naked'
. Ben Folds Five

Killarmy

Naked Baby Photos
(Caroline)

Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars
(Wu-Tang/Priority)

Ben Folds Five has carved itself a niche
among a wide range of fans with the success
of their "Whatever and Ever Amen" album
and its hit single "Brick," _
The Caroline Records release of "Na~
ked Baby Photos" chronicles the development of the
group through
their extensive
touring over
the last three
years.
T h e
recordisacollection of live
tracks and bsi des; highlighted by the
melancholy
"Alice
Childress"
and upbeat "Ernaline." Recorded live KCRW
in Los Angeles, "Childress" shows the smooth
live sound of the guitarless trio, led by singer/
pianist Ben Folds. His ponderous song writing skill gives listeners an alternative to the
normal love triangle songs.
This is especially evident in "Jackson
Carinery ," Folds' first ever recording, which
is about a cannery factory worker who is not
satisfied with his small place in economic
society.
The listener also gets a taste of the trio's
spontaneity on the live tracks "For Those Of
Ya'll Who Wear Fanny Packs" and "Dick
Holster,''. where the band is just screwing
around during their live performances, following each other's lead and creating as they
play.
Whileby no means is this recording as
. layered and melodious as their "Whatever"
album, it is reflective of their energy and raw
talent that got them their big break, and it's
worth a listen.
-Tom Decorte
Editor-In-Chief

John Scofield
A Go Go
(Verve)
Backed by acclaimed new funkers on
the block, Medeski, Martin and Wood, veteran Jazz guitarist John Scofield finds some
nice grooves to work his trade over. Scofield
does the funk chicken scratch quite well.
A Go Go is· no mere wank record there's sincere interplay between Scofield
and his rhythm section. He gets bluesy and
sounds convincing more often than not.
. ·. It's notthe ·guitar god stepping down ....
to dirty his hands in something he's
expected to pay homage to.
Medeski, Martin and Wood set . ·
uprhythmsthataresimple, but inter- ·
esting·. A shift to double time on the ·
hi-hatgoes.alongway: It'sthatkind ·
of simplicity that makes Jazz-'"Ftink
so enjoyable.
.
.
.
Scofield willingly.steps back to ·
turn things over to John Medeski for some
nice organ solos.
· A Go Go highlights good small combo
Jazz chemistry. Aside from some of the
slower numbers, which seem to meander at
times, it gets to the point.:__ and that is relaxed .
and expressive music.
-Mark Donahue
Diversions Writer

Vern, the bass player, played the bass for
B.R.'slast LP. These bands, Sonic Youth,
and Polvo are about the only things keeping
me interested in rock music lately. ·
-Tim Traynor
Diversions Writer'

Wu-Tang affiliates Killarmy attack with .
· the extremely militaristic "Silent Weapons
Sonic Youth
For Quiet Wars." From the cover art (which
Muzikale Vergezichten.
shows tµe group in camouflage) to song titles
(Smells Like Records)
("Universal Soldiers," "Under Siege" and
"War Face"), group members 9th
Listening to this EP (No. 2 in. a proPrince, Killa Sin, P.R. Terrorist,
posed
series of six beingreleased on Steve.
Beretta 9, Shogun Assason and
Shelley's
Smells Like Records) is like
lslordseem preoccupied with war
falling
into
and swimming around
and. its often bloody consein
a
huge,
blue,
electronic ocean
quences.
of
frequency
waves
up
made
Primary producer 4th Disand
static.
ciple builds on this phenomenon
If you nave the tools,
by adding gunshots, sirens and
·you
can
breathe underwater·
war-movie dialogue throughout
and
explore
the beauty of the
the set's 17 cuts.
undersea,
synthetic
micro- -,
While this may be a wor- .
thy angle to· explore, Killarmy cosm.
If you don't, you will
fails to show the diversity of the
Wu mentors by relying too quickly drown and your lifeless
heavily on a single topic and sound to propel body will wash up on the rusty, steel ·
shores of unawareness.
them.
I am amazed at how they can make
That's not to say that the album. is
without its moments, however. The RZA- . guitars· sound like toy analog keyboards. I
produced "Wake Up" rides a tingly piano like this new instrumental direction of Sonic
pattern while "Full Moon" eclipses most of Youth. They are like a multifaced, geometric
the album's other songs because ofits grating, figure, gaining new sides every year.
Each new side is riot a disappointing
thunderstorm-backed beat.
Killarmy's "Silent Weapons For Quiet compromise for lucrative intention, but a re~
Wars" isn't as solid throughout as a Wu-Tang 'freshing evolution, ordevolution, keeping the
project usually is, but it's still an engaging band from getting boring.
Because of their ability to do this, I
musical experience..
-Soren Baker would'saythatSonic Youth ranks among the.
Guest Writer most successful barids ever.
-Tim Traynor
Diversions Writer

·.Unwound
The Light at the End of the
· Tunnel is a Train
(Kill Rock Stars)

Various Artists
Scream 2 Soundtrack
(Capitol)

PearlJam
Yield
(Epic)
. The fifth helping· of Pearl Jam muse,
entitled Yield, is fillingtasteofwhatthemusic
world has to come to expect from
the "grunge rock" kings of the
'90s.
The disc opens with
a rocker in "Brain of J."
The guitars of Stone
Gossard and Mike
Mccready powerfully
bounce off each otherin
ri.veting fashion and
leadman Eddie Vedder
demonstrates his matured
voice as he nearly howls his way
above the beat.
. Following the lead track is a bounty of
talent .laden music that devours instantly to
quenchthethirstthey'vecarriedforPearlJam
nectar, since the band's 1996 release No Code.
Tracks such as the first single "Given to
Fly," "Wishful,". and "Black Pilate'' display
the beauty in a balance between strong choruses and drifting verses. .
While "Do the Evolution" finds Vedder
delivering the usually cynical lyrics, this time
jabbing at both Darwin's and the church's·
theory.
·
The diff<;lrence here, is that Vedder keeps ·
his spouting words cryptic enough to allow
interpretation. And they shihe through with
1DOre of a reluctant acceptance, rather than
rebellion and anger. A very nice touch.·
Other highlights include ·the solemn
rocker "No Way," "Push Me, Pull Me," and
the Beatlesque "All
Those Yesterdays."
Add a bonus
track that contains a
folky Spanish dance
number that is quite

There is a new Unwound LP out now
Screain 2: The
and this release precedes it. But I listened to Soundtrack is just a bit
the new LP and it didn't strike me as anything pathetic ... .'
·too unique. The Light at the End ofthe Tunnel
There really isn't
is a Train however, is a refreshing deviation anything spectacular
enjoyable~
from the sometimes mundane world of indie on this CD that war- ,
Think Pulp Ficguitar rock.
rants anyone spending
tiOn
with
even piore
Indeed, when most bands of this genre . a good chunk of cash
drugs.
seem content to sit back and strum the same on it.
· If they are still
emo fingerings song after song, this new .
The disc starts
the
·trend
setters they ·
Unwound EP of four songs is clearly a "light" off with an obnoxious
used
to
be,
then Pearl
peeking out of the darkness. And the light rap by Silkk ·the
Jam
has
given
us a good
belongs to a train whose cow-catcher is about Shocker which has
sign
in
Yie/dthatthings
to plow away all boring emo noise.
nothing to do with the
Produced by Steve "Casio" Fisk, the movie, besides the fact that the song title is are headed in the right direction.
-Steve Smith
.record cfocks in at only 17 minut~s. but this is "Scream." Then you are treated to some lame
Diversions
Editor
·
sufficient time to make metal by the Kottonmouth Kings and Less
one reconsider one's than Jake.
continued on page J3
opinion about the
But there.---...,..-~,-~~~~"'"-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,-~--.
dilapidated state are. some bright
of the music of spots tucked away
this decade.
. on· Scream· 2 as
Each of well a8 garbage.
The· Jon
the four songs
completely Spencer Blues ExI
different and plosion has a great
they all balance coverofDr.John's
eachotherout-one "Right Place,
. is a danceable Channel Wrorig Time" and·
Z hit, one is not, one is a solo Everclear, the Foo
guitar piece that is very pretty and nice, and Fighters, and even
the title track Jdcks my butt, being .10 minutes Dave Matthews
k>ng and made up of loops and_ other neat have decent addi~
On-Campus Contact
things.
tions to this comSean ·@t8S4Jli9
The wholerecords has a Blonde Red- pilation ..
Sara @531-6510
head tint to it, and this makes sense since
It is a mixed

Js

•
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Trojan Horse of the Pop music in- .interested in the whole product.
'fhe soundtrack is just about
dustry. ·
·
as
exciting
as the mcivie-ithas its
-Mark Donahue
moments,
but
cannot keep the audi.;.
Diversions Writer
ence interested for a lengthy period
of time.
Great Expectations.:
-Dave Capp,alletty
Diversions Writer
·The. Score
.
.

F~y

Bombthreat:
Before She Blows
(Kneeling Elephant)
Fly work best as an extension
of '60s psychedelic and '70s r°':k
. pantheism.
There
are a number
of forays on
Bombthreqt
into
radio
ready fare: the
annoyingly
pained and
breathy

· ·(Atiantic)

The
score is one
of the most
important
parts of a
movie. It
sets the tone
or the mood
of a scene
where there
is little or no
"Deadlin~
spoken;
Love"and the
words whatFM styled
soever.
punk of "The
I
Big .Mistake"
transcends
that stick out
like sore thumbs.
the inner most feeling of a character,
More than half this record is or the power of the overall film.
Many classic scores like
worthwhile.
The singer has sleepy/stOnf?d Glory, Schindler'sList, and even
delivery that works very well with Last ofthe Mohicans had suchclas~
Fly's trippy material. "Nothi~g Will sic scores that provided an over~
Replace" is modern psychedelic that wheirriing effect on the viewer and
stands on its own original feet.
eventually the listener.
Fly also indulges in some
Great Expectations does not
decent heavy riff rock that's a helluva have that punch.
lot healthier than any candy coated
Sure, there are some touching
alternative radio confection.
melodies on this almost strictly clas.. Fly is a creative group with a. sical CD, but there is nothing overly
good album that, with a few excep- memorable ..
tions, doesn't sound like a strained
Not even the cover Of
attempt to "make it big" with the "Besame Mucho" keeps the listener

a

Various Artists
Good Will Hunting
Soundtrack
(Capitol)
Nothing beats having an excellent soundtrack to back up a solid
movie. This is the case for the film ·
soundtrack Good Will Hunting.
From the rock 'n' roll aspects
of Luscious Jackson, to the jazzy
sounds ofJeb Loy Nichols andGerry
Rafferty, to the classicaJ masterings
of Danny Elfman, this CD delivers a
relaxed and soothing combination
of music. Even the vocal stylings of
Reverend Al Green complement this
masterful soundtrack.
Comprised of mostly unknown, or lesser known, musical
talent; Hunting is an extremely pleasurable listen, over and over.
-Dave Cappelletty
Diversions Writer
Editor's note: Jeb Loy
Nichols, who isfeatured on the.Good
Will Hunting Soundtrack, wUlplay
tonight at Top Cat's.· His new CD,
Lovers Knot, can be found on Capitol Records.
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·Stu.den.ts
New I11novative Combi11ed

D.M.D./M.D. Degree Program

(Houses & ApartillentsJ
1 762 Cleneay 5 bdrm.·

3 baths

1762 Cleneay 3 bdrm.·

2 baths

1766 Cleneay 6 bdrm.

3 baths

1 766 Cleneay 3 bdrm.

2 baths

\.

Appllcatli>as avallable februury

.. Due March 13•• .
Conract the

UK

Oral Physician Office

UK

University of Kentucky C:ollege ~fDen~istcy
'

_-'

...

cmail:jskcH)<'.4: ,,;,p.uk>:.cdu · .
More demils on our homepage: http://www.mc.uky.edu/Dciuisuytoralphy2.himl
(6061 Jn-2796

1914 Hudson

6 bdrm.

1760 Cleneay 2 bdrm.
( 9 efficiencies)
1760 Cleneay 1 bdrm.
( 2 efficiencies)
Back By Popular Demand- ·Friday Night Fever

2.5 baths
1 bath
1 bath

*All very short walk to XU
*·New.ly Remodled
*Off~Street Parking
*Laundry Facilities
*Large Porches.

The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music
Every Fri. - LADIES. NIGHT! Free
.
Admission for the. ladies in before i lpm
Every Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT.FEVER.

The home of the best disco in town

·Every Fri. & Sun.
$1~00 Drinks
.....
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Photo by Sandy Underwood

Condemned inmate John Brennan (Christopher McHale, left) takes on
reporter Sam Fried (anderson Matthews) in the world premier of
"Coyote on a Fence."

Through the fence
Newy
drarr1a takes a lot>k at life on death rnw
\
~~-

., ·c-.~.D
'

.

and pushes on the morals and values
of the audience.
GUEST WRITER .
The audience can sympathize
with a person who is about to die,
"Coyote on a Fence" gives but Graham never lets them forget
you a glimpse into life on death row. that Reyburn and Brennan are conInspired by his · correspon-· victed criminals sentenced to. death.
.· dence with a death row inmate in
These issues are constantly
Huntsville, Texas, Bruce Graham brought up as Brennan uses all his
creates the character, John Brennan. resources to gain an appeal for
John, played well by Christopher Reyburn. However, in the world of
McHale; is a convicted criminal but capital punishment, sins are not always forgivable nor forgotten. · ·_.
in his eyes, he is innocent. .
· The fourth character is Sam
He publishes a. paper titled
''The Death Row Advocate'.' which Fried, a reporter for The New York
includes inmates' letters of com- Times, played by · Anderson
Matthews. Matthews does a solid
plaint, articl.es and obituaries.
. . .
Brennan's obituaries are of job a8 Fried. Fried is the outsider to
To liltoya WJIUams,
·
" . Iwant
Hey Melissa,
.·
Although I'm not with you on this
Nothalfe
the "viciims" of death row and are . whom the audience can relate, as he .
,
.
Stop
by
after
~ranch.
Valentine'
s
Day,
just
know
that
I
miss
Nathalie
Palmenter
biased by his perspective and rela- interviews Brennan. with an
you.
I
do
and
will
amays
love
you
als
m'
n
smoije
tionship .with each of them. '· His , outsider's perspective.
. '
.
.
.:
forever.
S.P.
words are kinder than those on the
· The fifth character is ThompLove,
'
*Sunshine,
you are my sunshine".
It
is
said
that
Mog.u
loves
you,
Kana.
outside.
son Shelterhouse, itself. . Set de.,
-Go .
Jimmy
Lowery
.
.
.
·
You'
r
e
wonderful
·Thank you for
Brennan is a man who does signer Paul Short encloses the entire
P.S. We will celebmte later.
everyth'mg. - s•s.
not want to die. He has his lawyer stage within a chain link fence and
omy new oun rten s
. To:Ertn, Jennifer, Meagan, Desiree, '
Ilove you Jen!
constantly fight for appeals for a concrete.
H · HappyValenttne'S Day!
colleagues at XU and to the
•
Grungie,
Jassica,
Cam,
Chris,
Klamo,
·
· · The audience can only. view
stay of execution.
members of BSA- Happy
. ~lbone, Chuck, Dena, Susan,
·. Love, Mike
He causes publicity problems all of the characters through the steel
.Valentine's Day -Dr. Eddington
Eleasha, Nathan Brian, Joseph,
for the prison and its conservative and concre~e. Also, the theater is a
Michael, Kathy, Quags, Ryan, Amie,
To MM: Months have possed and I
•
Erin- Roses am red
warden with his letter .writing and confined, blackbox stage, meaning
Kate, Cec, Andrew, Jilly, Krista, and
still deeply value our friendship. Lers ~.a'f\
Violets are blue
interviews with the press. He sees the inmates are close to the audiCynthia- Happy Valentine's Day !
be valentines and share soroothing JP~
Although I'm far away
Love-your chair,., ...... Danielle
special. Love, Kiome
· ·
Ireal~ love you!.:..Love, Joe
evecy relationship he has on death ence, divided only by a chain link
row end fatally.
·
fence.
Happy freokln' Valentine's Day with
. 1J
mounds of love
Lighting designer Dan
Brennanmeetshisnewneigh·.
: . . . ,,_t.
. Happy Valentine's Day:. Doodle Bug, . . .,.
Love, Mike ·.
-Your cocaine buddies
bor, Bobby Reyburn, played by Jor- Kotlowitz uses minimal lighting to
•
dan Matter.
shade the entire area, making the set
._· .,
To Sammy Prestan· At first, Matter's performance dismal° and stagnant. .
D. av_efrom
. Coyle-.
hav.e.·con
.been.•hardly
watching
you
afar_1and
wait
Happy Valenttne's Day, Lizzy!
W..·_ You are so hot Iwant to lick you.
of Reyburn shifts from endearing to
The subtle soun_d effects by Will you marry me? .
·
until Iam your first lady.
annoying with his country bumpkin sound designer David B. Smith are . , Love; Becky
· ,-Youfsecret admirer
-Kerry
stories and "Gump"isms.
exceilent such as the tumultuous
However, Reyburn shines as cheers of crowds outside the prison Cf • .,. Hey 2 West Husman.
"If you wait for me, I'll come for·
he develops throughout the. play, celebratinganother"_victim"ofdeath
Ilove you! HaveagreatValentme's
you:'-The Promise
Day! -PT
..
.
Happy Annive~ary DMNS27
confusing the audience with the idea row.
of whether he should die for his
However, the echoing slam of
crimes or not.
prison doors and other extra loud
Another highlight of the play music soundbytes distract the alis the constant introspective mono- readycoiifinedaudiencefromawonlogues of Shawna DuChamps. . derfully subtle script and perfor· ;,
omy st u ies·
· Eleasha &Terry- Afriendship Is one
Erin, you're the greatest soccer
·soul residing in two bodies Thank ~41
·. : : Happy Valentine's Day! Dione, Elsa,
Shawna, played by Connie Nelson, mance.
player
I've ever seen. Everytime I
.you for your half of the souL
J:i'·" 9;=- .. Angie, Suzanne, Erin, Alan, Malissa;is brilliantly portrayed as a prison
"Coyote on the Fence" is this
see
you
Iwant to score a goal!
-Desiree
·
• ·· · ·Terry &Morlan Love always, Marisa .
. .
guard who assists with the execu- year's winner of the Lois and Richtions. After every execution, we sit ard Rosenthal New Play Prize. This
•
you ALWAYS!
with her.
new play by Bruce Graham ~as its ,JA_ Chief, Ithink about you all !he time. l i f i l l _·. ;Michael, I'll be
Be my v.alentine!
. ,. ·
Love, Caro~n
Sha.wna never preaches to the wodd premiere· in -the Que~n City
Jj
audience or the inmates. She has a until Feb. 22.
Jen H. and Amiee LCDT. Ar1'1st:
·
·''job" which, in the backwater town
"In Walks Ed," last year's
Happy Valentine's Day, Mone
From the #other" two, we love you!
Hopeful~ Iwill goto mountaineertng
where the prison is set, is an invalu- Rosenthal winner, was nominated
Happy Valentine's Day!
· ·
school this summer·then I'll be set.
Love, T.C.
able asset to her and her family; for a Pulitzer Prize. "Coyote on the
.. . . ·
··
~Sam
·
However, the audience can see a Fence" is another chance for .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,_._.________..__ _ _...._~------..;,,,--....,.
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
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slight deterioration with each mono- · Cincinnadans to see the world prelogue after she ...does her job."
ipiere of another rare jewel in the
. "Coyote on the Fence" pulls world of theatre.

·

··wednemY friday
.

February 13.

· February 11

Those people in the Commuter
International Coffee Hour is Office are so smart. They knew you
here once again, as if you weren't · would be waiting till the last minute
expecting it to be at 3:30 p.m. and at to buy that special someone carnathe top of the list of things to do tions. So they are selling them again
today. Don't miss your chance for today from 10 a.m.-2 p.ni. Aren't
some hot coffee .and juicy gossip they wonderful people helping to
while it is still somewhat chilly out. make our lives so much easier?

The men's ten11is team is opening their season at 9 p.m. against
Toledo at Eastern Hills Indoor Tennis Club. Join them as they begin a
great season with all of our support.

Anneliese· Marie Clear, soprano, will be holding her senior
recital at 7:30 p.m. in the University
Theatre. Admission is free for all
those who would like to attend; .

All those die hard women's
basketball fans should be heading
up to Dayton for the game at 7 p.m.
Show our girls that you support them,
and let Dayton know that we do
have fans.

The oh so wonderful Union
Terminal no longer has a whale
For those not interested in
hanging from the ceiling. The driving 45 minutes, but really want
Omnimax has a new show, "The to see a game, go to the Gardens for
February 14
Greatest Places." This film will · the men's basketball gaine against
. take you to Madagasscar, Tibet, George Washington at 7:30 p.m.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S · lguazu Falls and other exciting They need your support. This is not
·
·DAY! Send the ones you love the places. It plays till June 12. Don't a joke.
wait
till
the
last
minute.
The wild zoo cats wouldn't
.SAC is sponsoring. Singles · very best. Send them a Hallmark to
comefor a visit to further educate us Friday for all those that won't be let them know just how much you
about their fascinating lives because . giving orreceiving carnations from love them and that you are not lookof the snow storm· last week, but . that special someone. Every 15 ing for anything in return, except
have agreed to .come back""---:same minutes, the cafe and grill will be their love back. And don't forget
February 17
time, same place. ·Kelley Audito- going crazy. Prizes will be given the candy, flowers, balloons and
February 15
rium from 6-8 p.m;, and it's still away. Please be respectful, don't what ever else your imagination
. Any one interested in cars is
free:
For those a little anxious for encouraged to attend the Cincinnati
take if you are taken. Let the single conies up with.
Mardi Gras, there will be a party Auto Show. Learn about all of that
people feel special. This exciting
Habjtat for Humanity wiU event is only during lunch, 11 a.m.If you find yourself waking with C.J. Chenier and the Red Hot interestingcarstuffandseehowthe
meet at 9 p.m. in CBA 4 and they are 2 p.m.
up extremely early, for example, .Louisiana Band at 9:30 p.m. The automobile idustry has progressed
inviting everyone.to come:· There
before 9 a.m., you are more than gala will take place atJefferson Hall over the years at the Convention
will be sign-ups for the weekends.in
"Green Dolphin" will be in- welcome to·attend the Citizens for in Over-the-Rhine. It should be a ··Center. It is open until Feb. 28, the
February and March. Don't miss troducedanddiscussedbyBro.Pryor Civic Renewal general membership real blast.
last day of February.
. yourcharicetohelp build the Xavier as the Baroque view of God. Join meeting. It's held at Cincinnati
sponsored· house,. because it is al- him in watching and discussing this State College from 9 a.m.-noon.
Th~ NPSL All Star Game is at
most done, and all the cool people · film in Kelley Auditorium at 7:30 This is your chance to prioritize
the Crown. Game time is·7:35 p.m.
.
p.m. It's free, isn't that enough?
are doing it.
capital improvement projectsforthe
and all seats are $10, a deal you just
February 16
region.
can't beat.
The Cincinnati Symphony ·
"Othello" is playing at the
-·· ,.·.-·-· . ,,.,_:
· Aronoff Centerat 8 p.m. Your En-· Orchestra'is ·playing·at-i:he Cincin'-' · · · · ·· · The ·men's basketball team
There is a Career OpportuniCOUNT DOWN! 10 wonglish teacher will be impressed with . nati Music Hall at 8 p.ni..
will do their absolute best to show ties forum for all undecided stu- derful days until spring break. Pack
your opinion of the production,
·
us what they really have in them .dents in the .three colleges; Find out · your clothes and head for the sun. It
In. Bexley, Ohio, Ordinance . when they play Virginia Tech at 2 ·about differentcareers from 1:30.:. awaits your skin. 28 days until St.
Don'tforgetto stop by Dana's No. 223, of 9/911919 prohibits~the· p.m. at Virginia.Tech. Let them 2:45 p.m. in CBA l, 17, 19. Xavier's Patrick's Day. Get the Guiness and
after your night class to 'take part in installation and usage of slot ma- · know that they are still loved;
expertfaculty.willsharetheirknowl-. Harp ready and die your hair green.
the $3 pitcher night. As always, it's chines in outhouses.
edge with you to help you find your 88 days until graduation. Seniors,
a blast. Proper, legal l.D. required.
. path in life, or help· you see where start thinking about where your life
This is the bottom line.
you don't belong.
is going.

saturday

sunday

tuesday

mond8y

·•.-;•:

"

.:

I'

thursday
February 12
Oh how perfect. The com- ·
muter people just knew that you
wanted to send those you love carnations. So, to make it a little easier
on you, they are selling them to you
at a discounted price. You can get
one carnation for $1, six for $5, or,
even a better deal, one full dozen
(that's 12 carnations) for $10. · Order your's between 10 a.m, and 4
· p.m. The flowers may die, but your
thoughtfulness will last forever.

HOUSES FOR RENT
. NOWHIRING
XAVIER STUDENTS
CAMPTAKAJO
Within walking distance of camSERVERS/CASHIER
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING/
for Boys, on Long Lake, Naples,
pus. 991 Dana, 8 bedrooms,. 3 baths.
Fff & Prr days and evenings.
DORMATORY 1998
Maine. Noted for picturesque location,
1612 Dana, 4 bedrooms. Call 321-0043 We are looking for good people with
1) One to five individually private
exceptional facilities, and outstanding
or 241-9421
positive attitudes for our Bustling Bis-· rooms"dormatory-style. •
programs. June22-Aug.23. Over100
tro. 791 ~2199.
2) Rooms are for one or two
counselor positions· in tennis, baseball,
100 INSTRUCTORS/
semesters, which are occupied by Xavier
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, street
COUNSELORS NEEDED
students; consequently, will be
hockey, roller hockey, swimming, sail·Coed sleepaway camp. Pocono
FREE T-SHIRT
available for viewing January and Febing, canoeing, waterskiing, scuba, ar+$1,000
Mountains, Penn.·· Oyer. 60 land/water
ruary of 1998. · .
chery,· riflery, weight training, journalactivities. Good salary/tips! .(908)689Credit Card fundraisers for fra3) Kitchen and dining area acism, .photography, video, woodwork3339
·
temities, sororities & group~. Any cam- . cessible; · with ·the use of refrigerator
ing, ceramics, crafts, fine arts, nature
(www.campcayuga.com) ·
pus organization can raise up to $1,000
and stove.
study, radio & electronics, dramatics,
by earning a whopping $5NISA appli4) All utilities furnished; includpiano accompianlst, music instrumencation. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
ing heat and air-conditioning.
talist/band director, backpacking,
"The King and I" is playing at
EXTRA.INCOME.FOR '97
Qualified
callers
receive
5) Each student responsible for
. Earn $500 - $1,000weekly stuff·
· · .
rockclimbing, whitewater canoeing,
FREE T-SHIRT.
the Aronoff Center at 8 p.m. Te11. ' Ing env~lopes. For details - RUSH $1
their own telephone and cable connecropes course instructor, general (w/
your English teacher about this and with SASE to: GROUP 5, 6547 N Acad- ·
tions.
youngest boys), secretarial, kitchen
Call 513-221-6140
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
"Othello" and you might get an au- emy Blvd .. DeP,t. N; Colorado Springs,
staff. Call Mike Sherbun at 1-800-250_ Seeking street marketing reps.in
tomatic'A.
·
Colo. 80918.
·
. 8252 for further details and/or fax reHELP WANTED
Cincinnati who love alternative/rock musume to 513-697-0711.
Merrill Lynch Is looking for partsic. 10-20hrs/wk, working directly with
Amnesty International_ an·d.
SPRING BREAK
record stores, lifestyle stores, colleges, time (evenings & Saturday) marketing
StudentsforLifeareshowing"Dead ·
BAHAMAS PARTY CRUISE!
artists. Call 1-888-733-2687 or fax re- assistants. ·Call 791-5700.
FLORIDA SPRING BFJEAKI
. .
.
.
6 days $2791 Includes. Meals, sume 818-345-3n17
Panama City! ·Room with Kitchen
STRENGTH
MAGAZINE
Man Walking" in Kelley Audito- Parties & Taxes. Great Beaches &
$1291
·
Florida's new hotspot - South
International snowboard, skaterium at 7:30 p.m. Along with ~s . Nightlife. Leaves from South Florida!
HOUSE FOR RENT ·
Beach $1291 Bars open until 5 a.m.I
•
board,
and
music
magazine.
Looking
for
free movie, you also have the option springbreaktravel.com
5 bedroom, 2 baths 9 or 12 month interns, advertising, editorial, website, and Cocoa
Beach - Hilton $1791
lease, avai.lable in August. Across from graphic design. No$, great experience/ springbreaktravel.com
of' sticking around afterwards}or a
1-800-678-6386 ·
·• Xavier ori Dana. ·Call 631 ~2092; ·
.
1-800-678-6386
college credit c.all 531-0.202 ext.14 ·
discussionon capital punishmentin .

the state of Ohio.
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The weekend is near, drink"
more beer.
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Classirieds arc $.?5 pc,r word with· a $5.00
'rr1i1~in:iurr:L To pla.c·e ~ clas,~if::-ied.,. c'all th~
·
. -adv~i:-tising dcr:>art:i-1:i9nt at. 745·-356.I _
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.· Now's your chance to apply for the 1998-99
Newswire staff! .·
Positions Available:
Editor-In-Chief

Diversions Editor

Managing Editor

Asst. Diversions Editor On-line Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Asst. News Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

Op/Ed Editor

Copy Editors

Asst. Op/Ed Editor

Calendar

Photo Editor

Accounts Receivable

I

. Distribution Manager
Graphic Artists

JOSEPH GMC TRUCK
1998 SONOMA
------~----------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------

!

I
f

i

I

24 ·Mo. LEASE I
!
.-$1998 DOWN .
---------- 0 R -----------

PER MO.

$0 DOWN
$169 PER MO.

t:

I
~

I
I
r

I

i

I

l

i
!

iI·

JOSEPH BUICK - GMC
8940 COLERAIN AVE · 741-1000
· 1 MILE NORTH OF CROSS COUNTY HGWY
ASK FOR BRAD WEBER OR RICHARD JOSEPH, X.U. GRAD '87

end

24 mo./24,00 mile closed
lease. t 5c per mileover. limit: Total lease: 24 x payml!llt plus tax, title & license
feeS. Customer has option, no obligation to purchase at pre-determined price. Offer el\.-pires 2-28-98

